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SECTION 1 

DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

GENERAL 

The AMPEX Universal Model 352 Magnetic Tape 
Reproducers arc high quality precision instruments 
designed for the professional user who requires the 
finest and most faithful reproduction. 

A basic reproducer in the U. ·:versal 352 series con
sists of a tape transport for operation at tape speed 
pairs of 3] inches per second (ips) and 7t ips or 7! and 
15 ips; a head assembly for use with the t inch magnetic 
tape: an electronic assembh- which contains the repro
duce amplifier: and a control panel. Both NAB and 
CCIR equalisation is incorporated and either may be 
selected by operating a switch on the electronics chassis. 

Head assemblies for either full (single) track. half 
track or two track stereophonic (352-2) operation are 
available. 

Two mounting arrangements arc offered- console 
mounting and units suitable for rack mounting. 
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Tape Width 

Tape Speed Pairs 

Frequency R esponse 

Signal-to-Aoise Ratio 

Wow and Flutt er 

R eproducing Tim e 

(NAB 10! Inch Diameter 
Reels, 2400 feet of tape) 

Starting Tim e 

Stopping Time 

R eproducing Timing Accuracy 

R ewind Time 

Controls 
Tape Motion 

Tape Speed 

Equalisation 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

} inch 

3:: -7t 1ps 
71-15 ips 

Spe ed (ips) 
3 ~l 

4 

7t 
15 

Speed (ips) 

31 
-I 

7! 

15 

R esponse (Cycles per second) 
+2 db 50 to 7500 
+ 2 db 40 to 10000 
±4 db 30 to 15000 
+2 db 30 to 15000 

Ratio (db) 

50 full track 
45 half track or stereophonic 

60 full track 
55 half track or stereophonic 

as 7! ips 

These figures are referenced to a signal recorded at a nominal 3% rms distor
tion level. 

Speed (ips) 
3.:i_ 

4 

7t 
15 

Wow and Flutte_r (% rms) 
less than 0·25 
less than 0·2 
less than 0· 15 

Wow and Flutter measurements include all components between 0 a1, J ._, 00 c/s 
using an rrns value of constant amplitude sine wave flutter. 

Speed (ips) 
3 ;t 

,1 

7t 
15 

Half Track 
(hours) (min) 

4 16 
2 8 
1 4 

Full Track 
(hours) (min) 

2 8 
1 4 

32 

The tape is accelerated to full speed in less than 1/ 10th of a second, and 
stable motion is achieved in under 2 seconds. 

When operating at 15 ips, the tape moves less than two inches after the 
STOP button is pressed. 

Within 0·2% ( +3·6 seconds in a 30 minute period). 

Less than 70 seconds for 2400 feet of tape. 

All tape motion is controlled by four push buttons, PLAY, STOP, FAST 
FORWARD and REWIND. 

Tape Speed can be changed by the TAPE SPEED switch. LOW or HIGH 
positions are used to select drive motor windings. 

An equalisation switch on the electronic chassis provides a means for selecting 
either NAB or CCIR equalisation. 
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Reel Size 

O 'utput Level 

H ea d 

Pnwer R equirements 

Dimensions_and Weight 
in (mm) lb (kg) 

Rack mount 

Console 
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A REEL SIZE toggle swi tch on the tape transport makes possible selection 
of the proper tape tension ing for both large and small reels. 

Plus 8 dbm output into 600n, balanced or unbalanced, from tapes recorded 

at normal level (point of approximately 1 % distortion). Maximum output 

+ 14 dbm. 

Full track, half track, or two track in-line stereophonic reproduce. 

A multi-tapped power tr::;nsfonner is built in to provide direct operation on 
voltages from 90 to 130 volts ac and 200 to 240 volts ac. The reproducer will 
perform within specification on supply voltages varying by -+-5% from these 
nominal '.'a lues The half track or full track equipment requires approximately 
2 amperes at 110 volts (1 ampere a t 220 volts). Two track equipment requires 
approximately 2-5 amperes at 110 volts (1-25 amperes at 220 volts). All 
Pquipments will opera te where spec ified on 50 or 60-c / s supplies. 

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 

Item Height Depth Width W eight 

T ape Transport 151 (400) 8 (203) 19 (483) 57 (25·8) 
(rack space) (behind rack) 

Electronic _St (140) Q (152) 19 (483) 10 (4·5) 
Assembly (rack space) (behind rack) 

Power Panel l :} (44) 4 ( 102) 19 (483) 0-75 (0-37) 
(rack space) (behind rack) 

Console 35 (889) 24i (629) 24t (6 16) 140 (63·5) 
(max) (max) 
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SECTION 2 

INSTALLATION 

NOTE 

Before operating the equipment, read this 

SECTION AND SECTION 3, OPERATION. 

GENERAL 

The Universal Model 352 equipment is normally 
shipped mounted in consoles after a thorough inspec
tion and performance check at the factory. In the 
event that the equipment is requested disassembled, for 
customer rack mounting, all assembly hardware is 
provided. 

INTERCONNECTING 
See the appropriate interconnecting diagram at the 

end of this section. 

MOUNTING 
Console Models (figure 2-1) 

To assemble the console model proceed as follows : 
Step I: Install the tape transport in the cabinet frame, 

securing the eig-ht 12-24 x 1 t inch raised 
countersunk screws and finishing washers. 

Step 2: Slide up and remove the back panel of the 
cabinet. 

Step 3: Install the electronic assembly using four 
woodscrews to secure it to the base of the 
cabinet. A cover panel (Catalogue number 
5520-10 for Console and 17206-10 for Rack 
Mounted) is installed simultaneously with the 
electronic assembly, utilizing the same screws. 

St ep 4: Connect cables as follows: 

1. Connect the captive cable from the control 
panel to the CONTROL socket, 1]2, on 
the reproduce amplifier chassis. 

2. Connect the captive cable (P507P) from 
the tape transport to the TRANSPORT 
socket, lJ 1, on the reproduce amplifier 
chassis. 

2-1 
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3. Connect the captive cable from the repro
duce head to the PLAYBACK HEAD 
socket, l JS, on the reproduce amplifier 
chassis .. 

CAUTION 

Do not attempt to lengthen the head 
cable, as the additional cable capacitance 
will affect the frequency characteristics 
of the equipment. 

4. Connect the output connector to the-LINE 
OUTPUT socket, 1J6, on the reproduce 
amplifier chassis. 

5. Connect the power cable from the con
trol circuit box to IJ3, AC POWER IN, 
on the reproduce amplifier chassis. 

6. On stereophonic equipment, connect 
sockets lJ l on both master and slave elec
tronics and the power cable from the con
trol circuit box with stereophonic cable 
500327-10. 

5: Replace the back panel, making certain that 
all cables run freely through the semi-circular 
cut-outs at the bottom of the sliding panel. 

figure 2-1 - Universal Model 352 Reproducer - in Console 
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CAUTION 

The back of the console cabinet should be 
placed at least 4 inches from th e wall•to permit 
proper ventilation. 

Rack Mounted Models (figure 2-2) 
Mount these versions of the equipment on a standard 

19 inch rack with the tape transport above the electronic 
assembly. 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~. 

~ 

~ 

4 
~ 

@. 

.. :~:o. .~.--o o~~.~~ ~ ~ 

~ 

figure 2-2 - Universal Model 352-2 Stereophonic Reproducer 
- Rack Mounted 

POWER CONNECTION 
The supply voltage selector panel is mounted on the 

control box at the rear of the tape transport. Set this 
selector to the voltage of the supply to which the 
machine will be connected. For example, for 230 volt 
supplies set the horizontal plug to 220 and the vertical 
plug to+ 10 (see figure 5-2). 

Connect a power plug to the power lead supplied, ob
serving the followin~ code : 



RED 
BLACK 
GREEN 

SUPPLY LIVE 
SUPPLY NEUTRAL 
SUPPLY GROUND 

Before applying power, check the rating of fuse 1F2 
to be: 

90 to 130 volts supply . . . 3 Amperes 
200 to 240 volts supply . . . 1 ·5 Amperes 

If the power connections are made as described, all 
chassis metalwork and circuit grounds will be connected 
to the power supply ground. In some installations it 
may be desirable to maintain isolation between the 
power supply ground and the circuit ground . If the 
bare jumper wire is removed on the tag strip beside the 
power input socket, chassis and circuit grounds will be 
isolated from supply ground and can be connected to a 
programme ground. 

OUTPUT 
A mating connector for LINE OUTPUT is supplied. 

The user must fabricate his own cables, using the con
nectors supplied with the recorder. 

Studio Line 
A +8VU, 6000 output, balanced or unbalanced, is 

available across pins 2 and 3 of LINE O UTPUT con
nector 1J6. Pin 1 is chassis ground. If an unbalanced 
output is desired, connect either side of the line to 
ground. The output of the equipment must be ter
minated at all times. Therefore, if it is not feeding a 
terminated line, connect an external 6000 load across 
the output. 

High Impedance Input 
Connect pin 3 of LINE OUTPUT connector 1J6 to 

the high side of the amplifier input. Strap pins 1 and 
2, and connect to the ground side of the amplifier 
input. An external 6000 tenninat:on must be con
nected from pin 3 to pins 1 and 2. 

REMOTE CONTROL 

NOTE 
A Remote Control box, wired for stereophonic 
operation, must NOT be used with a mon
aural machine. 

The tape transport mechanism can be remotely 
operated by a Remote Control Unit. The catalogue No. 
31022-10 unit is supplied as a desk-top unit, completely 
wired and ready to plug into the remote control con
nector, J502S, on the tape transport assembly. 
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The catalogue No. 31022-20 unit is mounted on a flat 
plate for inst~ llation in studio consoles, _and is not wired. 
For Universal Model 351-2, use 31022-30 individual uni t 
or 31022-40 mounted on the Aat plate. To install, wire 
as shown in figure 5-10 arid plug into J502S. 

NOTE 

W henever the remote control unit is not con
nected, the dummy plug P502P, supplied with 
the equipment, must be plugged into .f 502S. 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE CHECK 
(Read SECTION 3, OPERATIO N before making 

these checks.) 

M ake the following equipment performance checks 
at the time of installation and when necessary there
a fter : 

REPRODUCE (Playback) LEVEL 

REPRODUCE (Playback) RESPONSE 
REPRODUCE (Playback) NOISE 

MEASUREMENT 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

Complete instructions for making the above checks 
are given in SECTION 6, ALIGNMENT AND PER
FORMANCE CHECKS. 

DISTORTION 
Overall distortion can be measured by -connecting any 

standard distortion measurement apparatus across the 
output. The readings from a wave analyser or selective 
frequency d istortion meter will be more accurate than 
those from a nu ll type instrument a t lower distortion 
levels. Distortion readings are somewhat dependen t on 
tape. A reading of 1 % is normal a t operating level 
while a reading of 3% is normal at 6db above operating 
level. Second harmonic distortion is negl igible; 
measured d istortion is predominately third order. 

WOW AND FLUTTER 

Wow and flutter are produced by periodic irregulari
ties in tape speed and appear as cyclic frequency devi
ations in reproduction. They can be measured by 
means of any standard flutter bridge. Variations in 
amplitude as indicated on level measurements do not 
constitute flutter and are entirely due to tape coating 
variations. Readings will be near or below 0· 15% rms 
at 15 ips, 0·2% rms at 7f ips, and 0·25% rms at 3} ips. 
The Ampex primary standard of measurement is based 
on the use of a flutter meter calibrated to indicate the 
deviation from mean carrier frequency of any rate 
between 0·5 and 300 c/ s expressed in per cent rms. 
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INTERCONNECTING 
Cable Catalogue FROM 

No. Qty. Socket Point Chassis Socket Point 
TO 

Chassis 

SINGLE TRACK 
ac 500069-10 (1) .1J3 MAINS INPUT Reproduce Amplifier ac source 
Power Interconnecting 500276-10 (I) !JI TAPE TRANSPORT Reproduce Amplifier CABLE TO Captive at 

Reproduce Head (J) IJ5 PLAYBACK HEAD Reproduce Amplifier 
ELECTRONICS Tape Transpor'. 

Captive at Tape Transport 

DUAL TRACK EQUIPMENT 
Power Interconnecting 500237-10 (1 ) !JI TAPE TRANSPORT Reproduce Amplifier 

I and 2 
End of Captive Tape Transport 

power interconnecting cable· 500276-10 
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CONTROL P.._NEL 
SOOlJQ-10 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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INTERCONNECTING 

[l] I 
I 

CAPSTAN 
DRIVE 

MOTOR 
J504S 

CON TROL 
PANEL 

w 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

JSOI S 

~ 
~ 

REMOTE 
CONTROL 
J502S 

i-=li1 
~ 

•o
A~tFIER 

J 5035 

CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX 

MASTER ELECTRONIC "SSEMBLY 

~ 
Q 
Q 

0 

ooo 0 
0000 ggo 
0 

GAIN 

0 

r----------, 
I REPRODUCE HEAD I 
I I 

l _ ~~ r _____ J 

" ~ 
~ 

EQUALIZATION 
7~ l'ltt 

© @ 

'- ---------,, 

N"B CCIR 

~ 
0 

Oo~~ 
00 

0 

PLAYBACK 
HEAD 

LINE 
OUTPUT 

@ 
CONTROL PANEL I TRA.NSPORT .\UTO CONTROL 

0 
F l 

117V AC 
NOTE: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i-- SEE NOTE 2 
I 
I 
I 

\ill]' ' I I 
I I [TI -

I 
I 

TRA.NSPORT AUTO CONTROL 

SLAVE ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY 

~ 

Q 
Q 

0 
ogggo 
8on go 

Got.IN 

0 
.~OUA.LI ZATION 

7Y2 l'l'i 

® ® 
NAB CCIR 

@:> 
0 

"8888 
0 

Pl~Yll>.CK 
HEA.0 

LINE 
OUTPUT 

@ 

I FOR MONAURAL INSTA.LLATION EXISTING CA.BLE FROM CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX (CABLE TO ELECTRONICS] 
CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO TRANSPORT PLUG ON ELECTRONICS 

2. A 5002)7 - 10 INTERCONNECTING CABLE IS USED WITH DUAL TRACK STEREOPHONIC EQUI PMENT 

3. aROKEN LINES INDICATE STEREOPHONIC INSTALLATION 

figure 2-3 - Interconnecting 
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figure 2-4 - Control Panel figure 2-5 - Mounting Position of the Re produce Amplifier 
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GENERAL 

Universal Model 352 reproducers are available for 
full (single) track, half track, or two track stereophonic 
operation. All operating controls are located on the 
tape transport. When the remote control unit is 
furnished , duplicate tape motion controls and a TAPE 
MOTION indicator light are mounted on the remote 
control unit. 

The equipment can accommodate NAB, CQIR and 
EIA Cine reels up to lOf inches in diameter. Provision 
is made for selection of proper tape tensioning at the 
REEL SIZE switch on the tape transport for the 
LARGE or SMALL size reels. Hold down knobs 
are supplied with all variations of the Universal Model 
352 reproducer, to maintain the reels in position on the 
turntable. 

NOTE 
Both the rewind .and take-up reels must be of 
the identical size and type. 

Either of two capstan drive motor speeds can be 
selected at the LOW-HIGH TAPE SPEED switch on 
the tape transport. 

On the reproduce amplifier chassis are facilities for 
setting PLAYBACK LEVEL, and selecting NAB or 
CCIR equalisation. 

A POWER OFF-ON switch and an indicator light 
are fitted on the front of the control panel. 

3-1 
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Item 

POWER 
OFF-ON SWITCH 

TAPE SPEED 

NAB OR CCIR 
EQUALISATION 

REEL SIZE 
LARGE SMALL 

SWITCH 

GAIN 
(Playback Level) 

PLAY button 

REWIND button 

FAST FOR WARD 
button 

STOP button 

SUMMARY OF CONTROLS, SWITCHES, AND INDICATORS 

Schematic 
Reference 

Symbol 

S503 

lSl 

S504 

S505 

S507 

S506 

S502 

Location 

Control 
Panel 

Tape Transport 
control panel 

Reproduce 
Amplifier 
Chassis 

Tape Transport 
control pa nel 

Reproduce 
Amplifier 
Chassis 

Tape Transport 
control panel 

Tape Transport 
control panel 

Tape Transport 
control panel 

Tape Transport 
control panel 
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Function 

Controls power to the reproduce amplifier and tape 
transport. 

When power is on, capstan will rotate if tape is 
properly threaded or the safety switch is mechanic
ally closed. 

Determines speed of the capstan drive motor by 
high or low speed winding. In addition to selecting 
capstan drive motor winding, the TAPE SPEED 
switch also activates relay 1Kl01 in the reproduce 
amplifier chassis, which automatically selects high or 
low speed equalisation circuitry for either NAB or 
CCIR equalisation standard, whichever is appro
priate. 

Used to select appropriate equalisation circuitry for 
standard chosen. High or low speed equalisation 
circuitry is au tomatically selected when the TAPE 
SPEED switch is operated. 

Adjusts tape tensioning circuitry for the reel size used. 
The switch is closed when LARGE (10! inch) reels 
are used. In the SMALL position the switch is open, 
connecting resistance R502 in series with the torque 
motors, thereby reducing hold back and take-up 
tension. 

Adjusts reproduce level. 

Controls tape motion in the reproduced (PLAY) 
operation. 
Interlocked wi th rewind and fast forward controls. 

Controls the rewind relay. Full ac power is con
nected directly to the rewind (supply) motor when 
this button is pressed, the resistance R504 is placed 
in the ac circuit to the take-up motor. 

Controls the fast forward relay. Connects full ac 
power to the take-up motor and places resistance 
R504 in the ac circuit to the rewind motor when this 
button is pressed. 

When this button is pressed the brake solenoids and 
all relays are de-energised. 
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OPERATING TECHNIQUES 
Threading the Tape 

Thread the tape as shown in figure 3-1, unless a tape 
timer is fitted. Unwind and inspect all new reels of 
tape by running them through the machine on FAST 
FORWARD. New tapes may be looped to the hub 
in such a manner that the tape will not come free at 
the end of the reel. This will prevent the safety switch 
(S501 ) from disengaging the capstan idler from the 
capstan, which in turn results in a flat being worn on 
the capstan idler wheel. (Any adhesive material 
accumulation on the reel hub may also keep the tape 
from coming free at the end of the reel, and should 
therefore be removed with solvent.) 

HOLD DOWN ICN08 

I 

\ -

REEL IDLER PULLEY HEAD ASSB48LY OUST CAP C.APSTAN 

TAICE i RU:L 

- ' 

T,f,kE UP 
TENSION ARM 

figure 3-1 - Tape Threading Path 

Power 

Power is supplied through the power switch on the 
control panel which must be turned on to operate the 
reproduce amplifier and tape transport. The tape 
transport and reproduce amplifier are individually 
fused by the control circuit fuse 1F2 (3A for 90 to 130 
volts supply or 1 ·5A for 200 to 240 volts supply) and 
the iA electronic fuse 1F 1. 

Speed Switch 
The TAPE SPEED switch S503 determines the speed 

of the capstan drive motor and thus the tape speed. 
In addition the TAJ?E SPEED switch activates relay 
I KIO I in the reproduce amplifier. In the LOW speed 
position, relay !KIO! is energised and contacts IKIOIA 
and I Kl 0 I B connect the low tape speed equalisation 
circuitry for either NAB or CCIR, whichever standard 
is being used. In the HIGH speed position. relay 
!KIO! is de-energised causing contacts IKIOIA and 
IKIOIB to connect the high tape speed equalisation 
circuitry. 
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Tape Motion 
The tape motion is controlled by means of four push

buttons labelled REWIND, FAST FOR WARD, STOP, 
and P£AY. 

PLAY 

The tape is set into playmotion at the speed selected 
by the TAPE SPEED switch when the PLAY button, 
S505, is pressed. The tape must be completely stopped 
before . instituting this condition. The PLAYBACK 
GAIN adjustment is factory set to give a +8 VU out
put from tapes recorded at the Ampex recommended 
operating level (approximately I% distortion point). 

STOP 
To stop the tape while it is moving in any operation, 

press the STOP button S502. The equipment will stop 
automatically if the tape breaks or runs off either reel. 

FAST FORWARD 

The equipment can be started in fast forward or 
switched to fast forward from any of the operating con
ditions by pressing the FAST FOR WARD button S506. 

REWIND 
The equipment can be started in rewind or switched 

to rewind from any of the operating conditions by 
pressing the REWIND button S507. 

NOTE 
When using either the fast forward or rewind 
conditions, it is desirable to remove the tape 
from direct contact with the heads by opening 
the gate of the head assembly . This will 
reduce wem on the heads and prevent the 
oxide coating on the tape from depositing on 
the head and impairing its performance. 

Editing and Cueing 
Indexing the tape as in editing or cueing, or when 

approaching the end of the reel, is simplified by holding 
down a combination of buttons. Tape motion can be 
reduced by holding down the FAST FOR WARD and 
REWIND buttons simultaneously, and then alternating 
between the two to control tape direction. When the 
desired point is reached, the STOP button must be held 
down until the FAST FORWARD and REWIND 
buttons are released. 

CAUTION 
Never press the STOP and PLAY buttons in 
rapid seque.nce when the tape is travelling at 
high speed in the REWIND or FAST FOR
WARD conditions. This will invariably break 
the tape since it does not allow the tape to stop 
before the capstan idler locks on to the capstan. 



Half Track Operation 
Half track pre-recorded tapes may be reproduced 

on those models equipped with half track heads in the 
following manner : Thread the tape and operate the 
equipment as described under TAPE THREADING 
and TAPE MOTION. Only the upper half of the 
tape will be reproduced. 

To reproduce the seco.nd or lower half of the tape, the 
full reel, now on the take-up turntable, should be re
moved, turned over and placed on the tape supply 
turntable. Place an empty reel on the take-up turn
table and repeat the threading and operation as above. 

When reproducing half track pre-recorded tapes on 
stereophonic equipment, disconnect or otherwise dis
able . the output of the lower Reproduce Amplifier and 
operate as above. 

Full Track Operation 
Full track pre-recorded tapes can only be reproduced 

on those models equipped with full track heads. 

Two track Stereophonic Operation 
To reproduce stereophonic pre-recorded tapes, Chan

nel No. 1 is normally connected to the left-hand 
speaker system and Channel No. 2 is connected to the 
right-hand speaker system. Both reproduce amplifiers 
must be connected to an output. 

Remote Control 
For remote operation, remove the dummy plug P502P 

from the socket J502S on the control box of the tape 
transport and connect the remote control cable from 
.J502S to the remote control unit (see TAPE TRANS
PORT MECHANISM- REMOTE CONTROL). 

3--4 

Automatic Timing 
An automatic mechanical t1mmg device, Catalogue 

No. 500170, is available as an optional extra. It consists 
of a dial calibrated in minutes and seconds and has a 
simple reset mechanism. 

When fitted, the timing device is mounted between 
the two turntables and above the head assembly. 

Threading the tape will be slightly modified when 
using the timing device and should be as shown in 
figure 3-2. The tape tensioning arm on the reel idler 
assembly is not used when the timer is employed, but is 
included in the assembly for use when the timer is not 
required. 

AUTOMATIC TlMINC DEVICE RESET KNOB 

figure 3-2 -Tape Threading Path-When Tape Timer Fitted 
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SECTION 4 

THE DEVELOPMENT AND THEORY OF 

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING 

DEVELOPMENT 

There is no definite beginning to the history of mag
netic recording but we can be certain that credit for 
building the first magnetic recorder belongs to Valdemar 
Poulson. This Danish telephone engineer, who is often 
referred to as the "Father of Magnetic Recording" , 
designed the microphonograph which was an invention 
of great scientific significance. In this apparatus a 
steel wire was moved with considerable velocity between 
the poles of a small electromagnet. By using this device 
a conversation could be permanently recorded for repro
duction at any time. 

In the early 1900's many scientists were attempting to 
use magnetic tape in preference to the earlier idea of 
wire. About 1927 a German inventor named Pfleumer 
was experimenting with powdered coatings on tape. So 
far as we know he did not use magnetic oxide but 
coated his tapes with powdered metallic materials. 
Development continued and finally about the year 1939 
the Germans produced a tape using a durable plastic 
backing. This began a new era in the improvement of 
magnetic tapes, culminating in the superior fidelity we 
all know. To understand completely the uses and 
operating techniques of your Ampex Universal Equip
ment, the basic theory of Magnetic Tape Recording 
should now be emphasised. 

THEORY OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING 
If a material capable of being magnetised is placed in 

the proximity of a magnetic field, the molecules of that 
material will be orientated according to the direction 
of the field. Any of several methods may be used to 
produce a magnetic field , but of most interest in mag
netic recording is the field produced by a current flowing 
through a coil of wire. The current itself may be de;·ived 
from a transducer such as a microphone which converts 
the mechanical energy of sound into electric current. 
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Magnetic recording tape consists of finely divided 
iron oxide particles deposited upon a plastic backing. 
During the recording process, this tape is moved through 
a magnetic field in which the magnetising force is alter
nating. and the iron oxide particles are aligned according 
to the instantaneous direction and magnitude of the 
field as in fig ure 4-1. 
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figure 4-1 - Magnetisation of Tape 

The magnetic field is produced in the gap of a record
ing head (which is ess~ntially an electromagnet) over 
which the recording tape passes. The head consists 
of an incomplete ring of high pen11eability material in
serted in a coil of wire. The discontinuity in the ring 
forms the gap, and the ring itself is the core of the 
electromagnet. The recording head and its gap thus 
constitute a series magnetic circuit (figure 4-2). 

..-~~~~-e~~~~~~ 

figure 4-2 - Record Head 
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The magnetisation curve of the iron oxide used as 
the recording medium is similar to that shown as the 
heavy line in figure 4-3. 

At points near the origin, the curve is extremely non
linear and, without some corrective factor, the signal 
recorded on the tape would not be directly proportional 
to the signal applied to the head, resulting in a high 
degree of distortion when the tape was reproduced. This 
distortion is greatly reduced by mixing a high frequency, 
constant amplitude, bias signal with the actual signal 
being recorded, so that operation is obtained on the 
linear portion of the curve. This may be likened to 
applying a de bias to a valve to force it to work on the 
linear portion of its curve. The bias signal is generally 
selected to be at least five times the highest frequency 
to be recorded so that no beating will occur between 
the bias frequency and the harmonics of the recorded 
signal. 
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figure 4-3 - Recording Medium Magnetisation Curve 

While the tape is in the recording gap the bias causes 
the magnetisation characteristics of the iron oxide to 
follow the broken line loops (figure 4-3) known as the 
"minor hys teresis loops" As the tape leaves the gap 
the influence of the magnetic field created by the bias 
is reduced to zero and the tape assumes a permanent 
state of magnetisation (known as "remanant inductance") 
determined by the gap flux at that time. 

After the recording process there exists on (he tape 
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a flux pattern which is proportional in magnitude and 
direction to the signal recorded. If the tape is then 
moved past a reproduce head-which is similar in con
struction to the record head- the magnetic flux on the 
moving tape will induce a voltage in the coil of the 
reproduce head. This induced voltage is proportional 
to the number of turns of wire on the head and the rate 
of change of flux. This is expressed by the equation 

E = N (dc,o / dt) . 
Where 

E = induced voltage 
N = number of turns of wire 
dcp / dt = rate of change of flux . 

It is desirable that the gap in the reproduce head be 
as small as possible so it will intercept less than one wave
length of the signal on the tape a t the highest frequency 
to be reproduced. However, as the gap is made smaller 
the induced voltage decreases, so there is a practical 
limitation in decreasing the gap and still maintaining an 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio. 

The voltage induced in the reproduce head during 
reproduction is calculated by the equation 

E = BM V SIN;rw / A. 

Where 
E = induced voltage 
BM = maximum flux density of the recording 

material 
V = velocity of tape over the head 
w = length of the gap in the direction of tape motion 
A.= wavelength of the signal on the tape. 

From this equation it can be seen that the voltage 
across the coil increases directly as the velocity increases 
and as the wavelength decreases (frequency increases). 
If the tape velocity and gap length are assumed to be 
constant, the output voltage from the head is directly 
proportional to the frequency as long as the wavelength 
on the tape is large compared to the gap length. This 
results in an output versus frequency characteristic such 
as is shown in curve A of figure 4-4. 

The voltage does not continue to rise indefinitely. As 
electrical losses in the core material increase and as the 
wavelength on the tape approaches the same dimensions 
as the reproduce head gap, the actual output resembles 
curve B in figure 4-4. 

In order to provide an all-over frequency response 
that is Rat (see figure 4-5) an equalisation circuit con
sisting of a series resistance and capacitance is inserted 
in one of the early stages of the reproduce amplifier. 
This equalising circuit has a high frequency droop 
characteristic (curve B, figure 4-5) which is the inverse 
of the reproduce head characteristic curve A. In order 
to extend the high frequency response, additional equali
sation is included in the record amplifier in the form 
of a high frequency boost circuit designed to compensate 
for the droop in recor.d and reproduce head charac
teristics caused by core losses. self demagnetisation of the 
tape at the short wavelengths, and the wavelength 
approaching the gap dimensions. 
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Disregarding the response of the associated amplifiers, 
the physical aspects of maintaining constant tape speed 
and good head-to-tape contact, and core losses in the 
head-all of which can be placed at a high performance 
level by good engineering design-there are certain in
herent properties which define the frequency limits in 
recording and reproducing information on a specific 
magnetic tape recorder / reproducer. While these pro
perties can be varied to meet differing requirements, the 
over-all result represents a compromise arrangement in 
which frequency response, signal-to-noise, and distortion 
are inter-related. 
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figure 4-4 - Reproduce H ead Characteristics 

In this respect the high frequency response is pri
marily limited by the dimension of the reproduce head 
gap, and the frequency at which the head resonates with 
the capacitance in the circuit. 

During the recording process the tape assumes a per
manent state of magnetisation as it leaves the head gap, 
thus the record head gap length is relatively uncritical. 
However, in the reproduce process the magnetic flux 
on the moving tape must induce a voltage differential 
across the reproduce head coil if a current is to flow in 
that coil. This induced voltage is attained as the flux 
travels through each branch of the head core, forced 
into that path by the high reluctance of the head gap. 
Therefore, an instantaneous difference in the magnitude 
of the moving flux must exist across the head gap to 
cause the flux to travel through the core and magnetic
ally induce a voltage difference in the head winding. 

When recording frequency rises to a degree where 
the reproduce head gap intercepts a complete wave
length of the signal (as it appears on the tape) there can 
be no difference in flux magnitude across the gap, and 
head output will reduce to zero. This cancellation effect 
will occur at multiples of the represented frequency, and 
for all practicable purposes the output is useless. 
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figure 4-5 - Achieving Flat Overall Response 

There are two means of counteracting this "gap 
effect"-either the reproduce head gap length can be 
reduced or the record-reproduce tape speed can be in
creased. There are limita tions in reducing the gap length 
and retaining adequate signal level and realistic manu
facturing tolerances ; as these limitations are reached any 
further extension of high frequency requirements must 
be accompanied by corresponding increases in record
reproduce tape speed. (In instrumentation applications 
it is also possible to record at a high tape speed and 
reproduce a t a low tape speed, thus providing a signal 
expansion characteristic. For example, a 10 kc / s signal 
recorded at 7! ips, will reproduce as a 5 kc / s signal 
if the reproduce tape speed is 3} ips. This procedure 
cannot of course be used in standard audio applications 
where music or voice is recorded. It would result in the 
loss of the low frequency components of the signal.) 
Increasing the record-reproduce tape speed lengthens 
the wavelength of the signal as it appears on the tape, 
with the result that higher frequency wavelengths do 
not approach the gap dimension. (It a lso decreases the 
"self demagnetising" effect which occurs as the opposite 
poles of individual magnetic fields on the tape come 
closer and closer together.) 

The resonant frequency of the inductance of the head 
coil and the capacitance of its circuit must normally be 
either outside the pass band of the system (so that the 
drop in output following the point of resonance will not 
adversely effect the frequency response) or so placed at 
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the extreme upper limit so that the increased output at 
the moment of resonance actually provides an extended 
response. When good engineering design has reduced 
circuit capacitance to the irreducible minimum, the only 
means of placing head resonance at a higher frequency 
is to reduce the inductance of the head coil by reducing 
the number of turns of wire. This adversely affects the 
output over the entire frequency range, and will par
ticularly influence the low frequency limit. 

Low frequency response is primarily determined by 
the relationship of the required signal-to-noise ratio, the 
characteristic curve of the reproduce head, the distortion 
which can be tolerated, and the bandwidth which must 
be recorded. 

As previously explained the output of a reproduce 
head rises directly with frequency at an approximate 
6 db per octave rate. Stated conversely, the reproduce 
head output drops directly with frequency at an approxi
mate 6 db per octave rate. The low frequ ency limit is 
determined by how far this decreasing output can be 
tolerated while maintaining an adequate signal-to-noise 
ratio. Thus, the noise generated by the associated elec
tronic assemblies will have a definite effect on low fre
quency response. Increasing the record level to offset 
this decreasing output will eventually result in an in
crease in distortion . 

Bandwidth is a determining factor in low frequency 
response because the 6 db per octave drop off in repro
duce head output normally starts at the highest fre
quency which must be reproduced, and is constant 
regardless of tape speed. Thus as the upper frequency 
requirement is extended, the lower frequency limit
dictated by the required signal-to-noise ratio- rises in
exorably with it octave for octave. A general rule is 
that the maximum bandwidth which can be effectively 
reproduced by any magnetic tape device is approxi 
mately ten octaves. 

It should now be apparent that compromises are 
necessary in designing a magnetic tape recorder for a 
given purpose. If a high frequency requirement is 
imposed, then low frequency, signal-to-noise, or dis
tortion must be limited (or perhaps a modulating
derr:odulating system employed whicj1 will effectively 
compress the bandpass requirements). Conversely. a 
low frequency requisite limits the high frequency res
ponse which can be obtained. 
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SECTION 5 

TAPE TRANSPORT MECHANISM 

GENERAL 
The tape transport mechanism provides tape motion 

for all operating conditions. Interaction of four basic 
assemblies and their associated components·-the tape 
supply system, the tape take-up system, the tape drive 
system, and the control circuit- insures smooth, positive 
movement of the tape across the head assembly , and 
proper tape tension. All tape motion controls, the reel 
size selector, the safety microswitch, and the head 
assembly are located on the tape transport. 

TAPE SUPPLY AND TAKE-UP SYSTEMS 
From the supply reel , on the left side of the tape 

transport as the operator faces the equipment, tape is 
delivered to the take up reel when the PLAY or FAST 
FOR WARD buttons are pressed, tape is rewound onto 
the supply reel when the REWIND button is pressed. 
Proper tape tensioning is maintained during all opera
tions by means of two induction torque motors. 

The reel idler assembly on the supply side of the tape 
transport is composed of a pulley, a spring-pivot
mounted arm, and a flywheel for smoothing out transient 
speed variations in the supply turntable assembly. 

On the take-up side of the tape transport, the tension 
arm assembly with a spring-pivot-mounted arm performs 
two main functions. The first function of this assembly 
is to provide a small tape storage loop which prevents 
tape breakage during the starting and stopping of tape 
motion. Secondly, this arm is used to stop the machine 
if tension is lost due to tape breakage at the end of the 
tape, or other failure. Near the base of the shaft on 
which the tension arm is mounted, a pin is located which 
actuates the safety switch (S501). 
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Both the tape supply and take-up assemblies are com
posed of induction torque motors (B503 supply-rewind, 
B502 take-up), a turntable mounted directly on each 
motor shaft, a brake housing assembly and a flange for 
mounting the entire assembly. Because the brake 
housings are mirror images of each other, these assem
blies are not interchangeable although the motors are 
identical. The brakes are solenoid operated, remaining 
in the braking position until the brake solenoids K505 
and K506 are energised, at which time the brakes are 
-released. 

During all operating conditions, the two induction 
torque motors B502 and B503 act as tensioning devices 
and in the fast forward and rewind conditions the motors 
respond to the commands from either pushbutton by 
alternately operating each motor at maximum torque 
in the selected function. 

The supply (rewind) and take-up induction torque 
motors are so connected that when power is applied 
with no tape threaded, the turntables, fixed to their 
shafts, will rotate in opposite directions. The tape 
supply turntable will rotate clockwise· and the tape 
take-up turntable, anticlockwise. 

Motor torque in the reproduce condition is adjusted 
by the tensioning adjustment resistors (R503 TAKE 
UP and R505 HOLDBACK) in series with each motor. 
In the fast forward condition, the torque of the supply 
(rewind) motor is reduced considerably by introduction 
of a series resistance (R504). In the rewind condition, 
R504 is in series with the take-up motor. Basic tape 
tensioning operation is shown in figure 5-1. 

In the fast forward condition, the take-up motor 
operates at full torque, the supply motor at reduced 
torque, and the tape is pulled from the tape supply reel. 
Because the torque of the tape supply turntable motor 
(rewind motor) is applied in the opposite direction to the 
turntable rotation , the tape is held under continuous 
tension as it is pulled from the reel. 

In the rewind condition, the supply motor operates 
at full torque and the take-up motor holds the tape 
under continuous tension by its opposite and reduced 
torque. 

In the reproduce condition, both torque motors 
operate at the same value of reduced torque. The tape 
drive capstan and the capstan idler, between which the 
tape is clamped, then determines the tape speed, and 
the tensioning system supplies tape or takes it up as 
metered by the capstan drive. 

From the point of view of the tape supply turntable , 
the capstan and idler action exerts sufficient pull on the 
tape to overcome the opposing torque of the supply 
motor, which constitutes the hold back tension. From 
the point of view of the tape take-up turntable, the 
capstan and idler action is feeding the tape to it. The 
tape is held under tension here, because the take-up rate 
exceeds the feed rate (a tape loop will be thrown on the 
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right side of the capstan whenever any malfonction 
causes the feed rate to exceed the take-up rate). 

If a tape loop is thrown, or the t_ape breaks, the take
up tension arm will actuate the safety switch S501 and 
stop the equipment. The take-up tension arm is not 
a part of the tape tension system. Its function is to 
take up tape slack, especially when starting, and to 
operate the safety switch. 

The reel idler assembly smooths out transients in the 
supply reel system. For example, when starting the tape 
in the reproduce condition, the momentary strain trans
mitte::I through the tape to the tape supply turntable 
when the capstan idler forces the tape against the cap
stan is considerable. Under some circumstances, this 
impulse tends to stretch or break 'the tape. A momentary 
decrease in holdback tension might be sufficient to start 
a transient oscillation in the tape tension system which 
would be reflected as a periodic variation in the distance 
of the tape from the heads. This variation might be of 
sufficient magnitude to appear as an undesirable fluc
tuation in the signal level at the start of recordin~ or 
reproduction. The reel idler arm absorbs most of the 
starting strain, and prevents or minimises this type of 
oscillation. The reel idler pulley and flywheel provide 
additional stability in the tape tension system, by smooth
ing out, such transients as motor torque fluctuations and 
irregularities, due to faulty tape wrap on the supply 
reel. This is accomplished because the high intertia of 
the reel idler pulley and flywheel effectively isolate the 
reel assembly from the heads . 

TAPE DRIVE SYSTEM 
The tape drive system is composed of the drive motor, 

the extended shaft of which forms the capstan, the 
capstan idler arm and idler, and the tape guides at th!" 
tape entrance and exit within the head assembly. 

The purpose of the tape drive system is to transport 
the tape across the heads at a uniform speed during the 
reproduce process. By means of a hysteresis synchon
ous capstan drive motor (B501) and a capstan idler, 
the magnetic tape is driven at a constant speed after 
power has been applied to the equipment and the PLAY 
button is pressed. (The drive motor has two sets of 
windings to provide two tape speeds, either of which 
can be selected by TAPE SPEED toggle switch S503.) 

After the POWER switch at the electronic assembly 
has been placed in the ON position and the tape is 
threaded thereby actuating the safety switch, the drive 
motor operates continuously, awaiting the PLAY com
mand. 
When the PLAY button is pressed, the capstan solenoid 
(KSO 1) and the brake solenoids (K505 and K506) are 
energised. The capstan solenoid pulls the rubber tyred 
capstan idler wheel , which is mounted on a swivel type 
arm, against the tape. causing the tape to make firm 
positive contact with the capstan. The tape is then 
driven at a constant speed across the head assembly. 
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BRAKE OPERATION 
Smooth brake operation is extremely important in 

maintaining proper tape tension when stopping the tape. 
Because the holdback tension supplied by the trailing 
turntable motor torque is lost after the STOP button is 
pressed, maintenance of tape tension then becomes a 
function of brake operation. The braking force acting 
on the turntable from which the tape is being pulled 
(trailing turntable) in any of the operating conditions 
must exceed the braking force acting on the turntable 
taking up the tape (the leading turntable) to prevent 
tape loops forming. 

One end of the .brake band is fixed ro the cross head 
by a pin and two socket head cap screws, which is 
attached to the anchor mounted on the brake housing. 
The other end is linked to the brake lever by a pin and 
is free to move. When the brake solenoid is de
energised, the brake tension spring acting on the brake 
lever draws the brake band against the brake drum. 

If the brake drum of the supply motor, as viewed 
from the brake housing end, is rotating clockwise when 
the brake band is applied, the frictional force will cause 
the band to wrap itself tightly around the brake drum 
as the brake lever end of the band moves to the right, 
thereby increasing braking force. When the drum is 
rotating anticlockwise, the process is reversed, causing 
the band to tend to pull away from the __ drum, thereby 
decreasing the braking force. 

The ratio of the braking force in one direction to the 
braking force in the other-the brake differential-is 
approximately two to one on this equipment. 

In all operating conditions, the greater braking force 
always acts on the trailing turntable, maintaining the 
proper tape tension as the system is stopped. 

CONTROL CIRCUIT 
Located in the control circuit box (figure 5-2) under

neath the tape transport are all the relays, the tension 
adjustm~nt resistors and other electronic components, 
the power auto-transformer, and the tape transport 
control circuits, with the exception of the three motor 
starting capacitors, the capstan solenoid, the brake 
so lenoids and the safety microswitch (which are mounted 
adjacent to the assemblies they serve). 

On the outside of the control circuit box (figure 5-3), 
sockets are available for cables from the drive motor, 
supply motor, take-up motor, and control panel. Sockets 
and plugs (cables not supplied) are also available for 
interconnecting the tape transport and accessory units 
such as the remote control unit. 

NOTE 
The special connector jumper plugs supplied 
for sockets ]503S 60 CYCLE AMPLIFIER 
and ]502S REMOTE CONTROL must be 
plugged into their sockets when these accessory 
units are not used because jumpers in these 
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plugs complete the necessary circuits in the 
system for proper operation. 
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figure 5-2 - Control Circuit Box-Parts Location 

All functional control of the tape transport, with one 
exception, takes place at the control circuit switch 
assembly comprising four pushbuttons: REWIND, 
FAST FORWARD, STOP and PLAY. Two toggle 
switches REEL SIZE and TAPE SPEED are mounted 
at either end of the control panel. The safety switch 
(not an operating control) is mounted under the tape 
transport. 

.. 
r") • • 

figure 5-3 - Control Circuit Box 

Play 
When PLAY button S505 is pressed, play relay K502 

is energise<;!. Capstan solenoid K501 is energised 
through K5'02-l. Contacts K502-l , K503-l, K504-3, 
and the normally closed STOP. button S502 form a 
holding circuit. Power is connected to the turntable reel 
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motors through contact K502-2. Through contact 
K5Qt2-3, de voltage is applied to the brake solenoids 
K505 and K506. The reel motors are powered and the 
brakes are released simultaneously, causing the equip
ment to operate in the reproduce condition at the speed 
selected by TAPE SPEED SWITCH S503. 

Rewind 
When REWIND button S507 is pressed, rewind relay 

K504 is energised and held in this condition by relay 
contacts K504-1, K503-3 and the normally closed STOP 
button S502. Contact K504-2 connects the full ac 
power directly to the rewind (supply) motor, and places 
R504 in the ac circ1.1it to the take-up motor. The rewind 
motor thus operates at full torque and the take-up motor 
at reduced torque, and tape is pulled at a maximum 
speed from the take-up to the rewind reel. Contact 
K504-3 completes the de circuit to the brake solenoids at 
each reel assembly, thus releasing the brakes. 

Fast Forward 
When FAST FORWARD button S50.6 is pressed, fast 

forward relay K503 is energised and held through con
tacts K503-1, K50+-3 and the normally closed STOP 
button S502. Contact K503-2 connects the full ac 
power to the take-up motor, and places R504 in the 
circuit to the rewind motor. The take-up motor now 
operates at full torque and the rewind motor at reduced 
torque, causing the tape to be pulled at a maximum 
speed from the rewind to the take-up reel. 

Stop 
When the tape is moving in any operating condition 

and the STOP button, S502, is pressed, the brake 
solenoids and all relays are de-energised. The brakes 
are applied to both turntable motors. The capstan drive 
motor will continue to operate so long as the tape 
remains properly threaded. 

Safety Interlocks 
When the tape is moving in either of the high speed 

conditions (fast forward or rewind) it is impossible to 
switch to the play condition without first pushing the 
STOP button. In fast forward, contact K503-1 inter
locks the play relay and capstan solenoid. In rewind, 
K504-3 is the interlock. 

CAUTION 
If the STOP and PLAY buttons are pressed in 
too rapid a sequence when the tape is in either 
fast' winding condition, tape will almost invari
ably be broken or deformed. Always allow 
time for the tape to stop completely when 
switching from either of the fast conditions to 
play. 

Reel Size Switch 
Selection of proper holdback tension, depending on 

reel hub size, is made at the two position toggle switch 
labelled LARGE-SMALL. Holdback tension is not a 
constant in any operating condition, varying directly as 
a function of the trailing turntable motor to!'que, and 
inversely as a function of the effective trailing reel hub 
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diameter (that is, hub diameter plus the tape wound 
on the hub). For a given torque on the trailing motor, 
the holdback tension will increase as the effective hub 
diameter of the trailing reel decreases. Reducing the 
torque on the trailing turntable motor will decrease the 
holdback tension. 

1l1e holdback tension resistors for adjustment of 
take-up and rewind motor torque are factory set for 
NAB 10! inch reels. If the smaller 7 or 5 inch EIA 
Cine reels are used, compensation for the overall in
crease in holdback tension must be made by placing 
the switch in the SMALL position. This places resistor 
R502 in series with the take-up and rewind motors, thm 
reducing the torque of both motors in any operating 
condition when the smaller reels are used. If it is 
desired to accelerate faster in the rewind or fast forward 
conditions, the switch may be placed in the LARGE 
position during these operations. The REEL SIZE 
switch is a single pole, single throw switch placed across 
the resistor R502. It is closed when the LARGE posi
tion for 10! inch diameter reels is selected; and open 
(resistor R502 in the torque motor circuits) when the 
SMALL position is selected. 

NOTE 
Both reels on the rewin d and take-up turntable 
must be of the same size and type. 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
Carefully follow the routine maintenance programme 

Ol!tlined below if proper performance is to be expected 
of the equipment at all times. It is recommended that 
an Operation and Maintenance Log be kept. 

Cleaning 
Clean the capstan, the head faces , and the tape guides 

daily. Clean the capstan idler wheel weekly. Great 
care must be taken to see that oil does not reach the 
rubber tyre. Avoid as much as possible, touching the 
tyre with the fingers. 

The agent for cleaning Ampex head assemblies is a 
mixture of Xylene and 0· 1 % Aerosol, and is available 
in 4 oz bottles (Ampex Catalogue No. 087-007). Other 
solvents can have detrimental effects on these precision 
parts. 

To clean any head assembly, wind a clean lintless 
cloth on a wooden swab-stick and moisten with this 
mixture. Swab the heads periodically to remove all dirt 
and accumulated oxide which is sometimes deposited 
from magnetic tapes. 

CAUTION 
Do not use any other solvent as there arc some 
which may damage the laminations of the head 
assembly. Do not use metal swab-sticks. 

Cleanliness of all parts of the tape drive mechanism 
is required for consistent optimum perfonnance. Clean 
all parts, except the head assembly, using a lintless cloth 



moistened with Iso-Propyl alcohol (easily obtained). 
This cleaning is of particular importance because most 
tape manufacturers lubricate their tapes, and the lubri
cant will gradually form a coating on the components 
in the tape threading path which will result in a loss 
of positive drive at the capstan, increased wow and 
flutter, drop-outs or poor high frequency response. 

NOTE 
It is imperative that Iso-Propyl alcohol be used 
for cleaning the cap·stan idler wheel (ru bber) 
and not the recommended Xylene cleaner for 
heads. 

Lubrication 
The following parts of the tape transport mechanism 

require lubrication every three months, or after every 
thousand hours of operation, whichever occurs first. 

CAPSTAN DRIVE MOTOR LUBRICATION 

Lubricate the upper sleeve bearing of the capstan 
drive motor with the following oil or its equivalent: 

Caloil OC-11 Standard Oil Company Class "C". 
Medium turbine oil, petroleum base with inhibitor 
additives to increase oxidisation and corrosion preven
tive properties. Essential characteristics are as 
follows: 

Characteristics 
Viscosity in Centi

stokes at 130° F (54° C) 
Pour Point 
Flash Point 

Limit Values 

40-48 
25° F (-4° C) max 
370° F -+-20 degF 

(188° C -+-11 degC) min. 

There are two ways to lubricate the drive motor, the 
first of which requires its removal. The second, and 
simpler method, does not require removal of the motor. 
See alternative method. To remove the drive motor 
proceed as follows : 

Step I: Unplug the motor connector P504P from its 
socket J504S at the control circuit box. 

Step 2: Remove the capstan idler by loosening the 
Allen head screws on the idler arm and gently 
pulling the idler assembly away (the capstan 
idler must be removed because one of the 
mounting screws is beneath it). 

Step 3: Support the motor in one hand and remove the 
four mounting screws that hold it to the tape 
transport. 

Step 4: Pull the motor free. 

Step 5: Locate the oil hole which will be on the top 
or the side of the motor end housing. 

Step 6: Place not more than four drops of the recom
mended lubricant (OC-11 ) in the oil hole. 

CAUTION 
Do not over lubricate. Wipe off excess oil. 

Step 7: Replace the motor. 

Step 8: Replace the capstan idler. 
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CAUTION 
The capstan idler must be properly placed in 
relation to the tape. Thread tape on the 
equipment along the prescribed tape thread
path, and set the idler so that the tape travel is 
centred on the tyre. Position is not critical 
and visual alignment is ad equal e. 

Step 9: Readjust the capstan idler pressure if necessary 
(see Capstan Idler Pressure below). 

The alternative method for drive motor lubrication is : 
Step I: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Step 6: 

Step 7: 

Gently prise up and remove the capstan dust 
cap. 
Before activating the safety switch, apply not 
more than four drops of lubricant (OC-11 ) to 
the exposed bearing surface. 
Replace the capstan dust cap. 
Start the drive motor by placing the POWER 
switch in the ON position, activate the safety 

. switch and allow the motor the warm up 
(requires about 15 minutes). 

Turn off the equipment when the warm up 
period is complete. 
If the bearing appears dry after the motor has 
cooled, repeat the above procedure. 
Wipe the capstan dry of any excess oil that 
may have been applied accidentally. 

CAPSTAN IDLER LUBRICATION 

Gently prise the dust cap from wheel hub (a 
knife blade can be used) and oil with not more than 
3 drops of OC-11 , on the felt washer. Failure to per
form capstan idler lubrication can result in the felt 
washer becoming completely dry, and a dragging idler 
can contribute to flutter. 

CAUTION 
DO NOT OVER LUBRICATE or the wheel 
will throw oil in operation. If oil spills on the 
rubber tyre, clean it immediately with Iso
Propyl . Oil will deteriorate the rubber wheel. 

NOTE 
The reel idler assembly, the take-up te11sio11 
arm assembly, and the take-up a11d rewind 
motors contain permanent ly lubricated bear
ings, and require no lubrication. 

fiead Demagnetisation (figure 5-4) 

Occasionally, the heads may become permanently 
magnetised through electrical faults in th e amplifiers, 
improper use of the equipment, or by contact with mag
netised objects. Magnetised heads may cause an increase 
of 5 to 10 db in background noise level, and can impair 
good recordings by partially erasing high frequencies. 
The full dynamic range of the equipment cannot be 
realised if the heads are magnetised. 

If it becomes necessary to test the heads with an ohm 
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meter, they must be demagnetised afterwards. 

If the heads become magnetised, proceed as follows, 
using an Ampex Demagnetiser, Catalogue No. 704 : 
St ep I: Place the equipment POWER switch in the 

OFF position. 

Step 2: Plug the demagnetiser into a 117 volt ac source. 

NOTE 
If the plastic coating wears off, place one layer 
of electrical friction tape on the demagnetiser 
tips. Scratching the heads will then be pre
vented. 

St ep 3: Bring the tips of the dernagnetiser to within 
approximately ;~ inch (if the dernagnetiser tips 
are taped or covered, contact with the heads 
can be made) of the reproduce head core stack, 
straddle the head gap and draw the demag
netiser tips up and down the length of the core 
stack three or four times. 

Step 4: Remove the demagnetiser slowly from the head 
stack to a distance of 3 or 4 feet. thus allowing 
its ac field to diminish gradually. This slow 
removal is extremely important. 

CAUTION 
Do not unplug the demagnetiser while it is near 
th e heads; th e collapse of its magnetic fi eld 
may re-magnetise th e head. 

St ep 5_. If necessary, repeat the process until complete 
demagnetisation is effected in each case. 

figure 5-4 - Demagnetising the Head 

If the capstan, tape guides or other metal parts 
becc·.1w magnetised, a few passes of the demagnetiser 
along their lengths and the slow withdrawing technique 
should be adequate. 
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ADJUSTMENTS 
The tape transport is shipped from the factory with 

all adjustments set for correct performance. It should 
be unnecessary to change any adjustment before putting 
the equipment into service; unless shipping damage has 
occurred. In the course of wear in normal service, or 
in the event of component failure, and replacement of 
parts, some readjustments may be necessary. 

Equipment Required : 

Spring Scale 0-16 oz. 
Spring Scale 0-80 oz. 
i -inch Nut Driver 
-frr-inch Screwdriver 
Nylon Twine or Strong String 
T7u-inch Socket Wrench 
TI°:i:-inch Allen Wrench 

Take-up and Supply (Rewind ) Tension 
Take-up and supply tensions are determined by the 

positioning of the sliders on resistors R503 and R505 
located in the tape transport control circuit box. The 
torque of both the rewind and take-up motors must be 
adjusted to between 6 and 7! ounces as read on the 
16 oz spring scale at NAB reel hub diameter. Checking 
techniques are not difficult if performed carefully. 

Step I: Place an empty 10! inch NAB reel on the 
tape supply turntable. 

St ep 2: Place the POWER swi tch in the ON position. 
Step 3: Place the REEL SIZE switch in the LARGE 

position. 
Step 4: Hold the take-up tension arm so that the 

safety switch is activated (a rubber band or 
p iece of masking tape will hold the arm as 
though tape were threaded on the equipment). 

Step 5: Make small loops at both ends of a thirty inch 
piece of nylon twine. 

Step 6: Attach one loop to the tape anchor on the reel 
hub and the other to a 0 to 16 oz spring scale. 

Step 7: Press the PLAY button and allow the clockwise 
motion of the supply reel to draw a turn of 
twine onto the hub. 

Step 8: Make certain that the twi!:Je is now parallel 
to the plane of the top of the tape transport 
and that the twine is centred and not touching 
either reel flange. 

Step 9: Now, let the torque motor pull the twine slowly 
onto the hub by following the torque motor 
force with the scale. 

Step IO: Using this "following" technique, observe the 
readings on the scale until a constant reading 
is obtained . 

St ep 11: If necessary, adjust the slide on resistance R505 
in the control circuit box until a scale reading 
between 5! and 6 ounces is achieved. 

Step 12: A good check consists in placing the REEL 
SIZE switch in the SMALL position, then 



checking the torque using the same procedure 
as above. The scale should indicate tape ten
sion as 1 i-3:!- ounces. 

Step 13: Use the procedures in the preceding steps to 
check and adjust the take-up tension which is 
set at R503 (note that the reel on this side 
will move anticlockwise). 

Brake Adjustment 
Brake adjustment is made (with no power applied to 

the equipment) at the point -shown in figure 5-5. 
Step I: Place an empty lOi inch NAB reel on the tape 

supply turntable. 
Step 2: Make small loops at both ends of a thirty inch 

piece of nylon twine. 
Step 3: Attach one loop to the tape anchor on the reel 

hub and thP- other to a 0-16 oz spring scale. 

Step 4: Manually rotate the reel clockwise to wind 
several turns of twine onto the hub. 

Step 5: Pull the scale, making certain that the twine 
does not touch either flange of the reel. The 
turntable will rotate anticlockwise. Take a 
reading only when the turntable is in steady 
motion, because the force required to overcome 
the static friction will produce a false and 
excessively high initial reading. 

Step 6: Adjust the supply and take-up motors' brakes 
for scale readings listed below. Points of 
adjustment are shown by illustration in figure 
5-5. 

Step 7: Now wind the twine on the hub by rotating 
the reel -anticlockwise; pull, and take a reading. 
The turntable will rotate clockwise. 

Step 8: Repeat the entire process on the take-up turn
table. 

BRAKE TENSION TAKE UP 11.AoTOR 850l. 

ADJ USTfl.AENT POINT FORLOWSID\ 

Tape 
Width 
t inch 

SPRING SCALE READING 
Direction of Most 
Resistance, Supply 
Anticlockwise

Take-up Clockwise 
15 to 16 ounces 

Direction of Least 
Resistance, Supply 

Clockwise-Take-up 
Anticlockwise 

2 : 1 ratio -+-1 ounce 
in accordance with 

High Side 
Capstan Idler Pressure 

The capstan idler is forced against the capstan by the 
action of capstan solenoid K501. Idler pressure is sup
plied by the capstan idler pressure spring, and is adjusted 
by a lock nut on the capstan solenoid spade bolt. (See 
figure 5-6.) Tightening the lock nut increases idler 
pressure until a point is reached where the solenoid will 
not bottom. At this point, idler pressure drops to a 
value which is inadequate to pennit the capstan to drive 
the tape, and slip will occur unless the nut is backed off. 
Excessive pressure also throws an unnecessary load on 
the upper sleeve bearing of the drive motor. The recom
mended procedure for adjusting idler pressure is as fol
lows:-
Step 1: Hold the take-up arm so that the safety switch 

is activated. 
Step 2: With the POWER switch in the ON position, 

press the PLAY button, and note whether the 
capstan solenoid is bottomed. (The capstan 
idler can be pushed off the capstan easily by 
pushing on the idler arm, if the solenoid is not 
bottomed.) If necessary, back off the lock nut 
until the solenoid does bottom at 90 volts ac 
when cold, or 105 volts when wann (after 
i hour running) with the voltage selector set 
to 110 volts. A similar test can be made in 
other output voltage ranges. The pressure 
against the capstan shaft should be approxi
mately 5 pounds. 

REWIND MOTOR D 503 

BRAKE TENSION 
ADJUSTMENT POINTS 

FOR HIGH SIDE 

CAPACITOR MOTOR CSl'l. 
3 ·75 rF 

figure 5-5 - Take·tlP and Rewind Motor Assemblies 
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CAPACITOlt MOTOR C 513 

.,,,. ' 
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NOTE 

In the course of normal operation in the repro
duce condition, the temperature of the capstan 
solenoid will rise, and its de resistance will 
increase. Therefore, the minimum line voltage 
required to bottom the solenoid when it is hot 
will be greater than that required when it is 
cold. If the equipment is operating on an 
unusually low line voltage sometimes encount
ered in areas where regulation is poor, the sole
noid may fail to bottom after it has reached 
normal operating temperature . It is advisable, 
therefore, to allow the equipment to operate in 
the reproduce condition for about half an hour 
before making any necessary solenoid adjust
ments. This will allow the widest margin of 
safety with respect to line voltage variations. 

Step 3: If it is desired to measure capstan pressure, 
press the STOP button at this point and select 
a piece of ny Ion twine about 30 inches long 
and tie the ends together. 

Step 4: Slip the twine loop just formed between the 
idler and idler ann so that the nylon rests 
against the idler shaft. 

Step 5: Attach the other side of the loop to a 0-80 oz 
scale letting the nylon twine remain slack. 

Step 6: Press the PLAY pushbutton, causing the cap
stan idler to clamp against the capstan. 

Step 7: Pull the scale away so that the nylon twine is 
taut and makes a 90° angle with the idler arm 
(figure 5c8). 

Step 8: Now, slowly pull the scale away with sufficient 
power to cause the capstan idler to leave the 
capstan, reading the scale a t the instant the 
capstan idler leaves the capstan. The scale 
reading should be 5 lb +f lb. If necessary, 
adjust the capstan pressure at the point shown 
in figure 5-6. 

Replacement of Parts 
All sub-assemblies of the tape transport mechanism 

can be easily dismounted with the use of a ecrewdriver 
and a few small socket spanners. 

B 501 CAPSTAN DRIV[ 

MOTOR 

MICROSW ITC.H 

(TAkE UP TENSION ARM) 

CAPSTAN IDLER ADJUSTMENT 

fi.gu.u 5-6 - Tape Tw.rup_on Underside Parts Location 
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CAUTION 
Do not attempt complete dismantling of any of 
the sub-assemblies. The schedule of indivi
dually replaceable parts under each assembly 
tab.zed in the parts list should be used as a 
guide to dismantling limits. R eplacement of 
parts other than those listed calls for precision 
work which should not be attempted in the 
field. Assemblies with defects in parts other 
than those listed as replaceable should be 
returned to the factory or to an Ampex Autho
rised Service Centre for repair or replacement. 

Write to the Service Department for a proper au tho.' 
rised equipment return tag. Do NOT send unidentified 
parts to the factory; Ampex can assume no responsibility 
for their care or return under such circumstances. 

B 502 TAKE UP t.IOTOR CAPSTAN SOLENOID B 503 REWIND "40TOR 

) AUTQ_TR.-.NSfOl?MER 

~ SETTING PANEL 

CAPSTAN IOLER RETURN SPRtNC PLAY RECORD ERASE 

_fj.gJJ.r:e 5-7 - Tap e Transport Underside Parts Location 

Brake Band Replacement (figure 5-9) 

NOTE 
Brake Bands may be replaced without removing , 
motor from tape transport on rack mounted 
machines and in this case, the first two steps 
should be ignored. 

The most convenient method for changing the brake 
bands is first to remove the entire motor assembly. 

Step I: With a T7
6 inch socket wrench, remove the four 

mounting nuts and washers at the motor 
mounting plate, carefully holding the motor · 
with one hand to prevent it from falling. The 
turntable will remain attached to the motor 
assembly. 

Step 2: Take the motor to a convenient work area. 

Step 3: Unhook the brake tension spring from the 
brake lever. 

Step 4: Remove the two screws holding the capacitor. 
Disconnect the wires at the knife connectors 
and free the capacitor from the bracket. 



• 

TURNTABLE 

AAOUND SHAFT 

~,,.,,, \(:H:~: 
figure 5-8 - Co.pstan Idler Pressure Measwemen.t Arran.ge.men.t 

Step 5: Remove the screws that hold the brake housing 
to the motor, noting the position of the washers 
and spacers, .and remove the entire housing. 

Step 6: Remove the two cap screws holding one end 
of the brake band between the brake lever. 
spring and the housing using a f;~ inch Allen 
wrench. 

Step 7: Loosen (do not remove) the two cap screws at 
the end of the brake band next to the solenoid. 

Step 8: The brake band may now be removed taking 
care not to lose the band kaf on the solenoid 
side. There is only one band leaf per assembly. 

Step 9: Position the new brake band through the hole 
in the housing and place between the clamp 
and tighten the two cap screws loosened in 
Step 7. 

Step 10: Replace the brake housing, making certain that 
the spacers, the housing, the washers, and the 

SOLENOID PLUNCER SOLENOID STOP 

STEP 7 

BRAKE HOUSINC 

BRAKE TENSION 
SPRINC SHORT 

LEVER 

BRAKE TENSION 
SPRINC LONC STEP 3 

STEP 6 

figure 5 .9. -- Bra.k.e .Bn.mJ Re plac.ement 
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ONE OF FOUR STf P 5 

BRAKE BAND 

SOLENOID BRACKET 
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screws are replaced in that order, and tighten 
the screws. 

St ep 11: Insert the brake band between the band link 
and band link clamp. Replace the two cap 
screws but DO NOT TIGHTEN. 

St ep 12: Push the solenoid in until it bottoms. Adjust 
the depth of insertion of the brake band 
between the link and clamp so that the brake 
drum rotates freely with no drag; then tighten 
the screws. 

CAUTION 
If the band is set too far forward in the link, 
it will buckle slightly when the solenoid plunger 
is bottomed by hand. If this condition exists 
the plunger may not bottom when the solenoid 
is energised. Th e purpose of the band leaf is 
to keep the band from splitting when it buckles 
at the band clamp. 

Step 13: Reconnect the wires to the capacitor with the 
knife connectors, replace it in the bracket, and 
secure it with the two screws removed in Step 4. 

Step 14: Hook the brake spring to the brake lever. 
Step 3. 
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Step 15: Replace the motor assembly, adding the four 
washers and tightening the four nuts which 
were removed · in Step 1. 

PACKING PRECAUTIONS FOR MOTORS 
In packing motors for return to the factory, take par

ticular care to prevent the bending of their shafts in 
transit. 

AUTOMATIC TIMING 
The automatic timing device, which has a repeata

bility of better than 10 seconds, is housed in an 
aluminium casing and can be mounted on the tape 
transport between the two two turntables and above the 
head assembly. 

Drive is provided by the tape which is threaded around 
the rubber tyred pulley. · (See figure 3-2.) This· drive 

_is transmitted by a geared shaft assembly to the clock 
mechanism which in turn drives a minute hand and a 
second hand. 

The clock dial is marked for high and low tape speeds, 
the high speed markings in red and the low speed 
markings in black. 

Instantaneous resetting of the hands is achieved when 
the reset knob-below the dial-is turned clockwise. 
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NOTE. 
I. AU. RE.SISTORS IN OHMS AND RATED 
1/2W UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 

2.k.L CAPACITORS IN MICROFARAOS 
ANO RAlED "400V UNLESS OTHERWISE 
STATED. 
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SECTION 6 

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY 

REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER (figure 6-1) 
The reproduce amplifier is a resistance coupled audio 

amplifier using three double triodes to provide three 
stages of amplification, phase inversion , and a push
pull output amplifier (see figure 6-2). 

Signal~ on the moving magnetic tape induce volt
ages in the reproduce head. When high impedance 
heads are used, this induced voltage is applied across 
resistor 2R25 and passed on to the grid of 2V3a. Bias 
on this first stage is derived from the potential divider 
2R26 and 2R28. Capacitor 1Cl05a and resistor 1R157 
form the anode decoupling. The amplified output of 
the first stage is coupled to the second stage grid 
(2V3b) through capacitor 2C14. Capacitor 1Cl05b and 
resistor 1Rl56 form the anode decoupling. CCIR 
equalisation is achieved through capacitor 2Cl5, re
sistor 2R29 and potentiometer 2R30 for the low tape 
speed, and through 2C 15, 2R29 and potentiometer 
2R31 for high tape speed . NAB equalisation for 7t and 
15 ips is through capacitor lC!OO, resistor 1Rl52 and 
potentiometer 1Rl50. On 3t and 7t ips machines. 
NAB equalisation is through lClOO, 1Rl52, and 1Rl50 
for 7t ips, and through lClOO, 1Rl52 and potentio
meter 1R151 for 3! ips. 

The signal is now fed to amplifier stage 2V4, the 
valve receiving the signal through capacitor 2Cl 7 and 
GAIN CONTROL potentiometer 1Rl58. The output 
of 2V4a is coupled through 2Cl9 to one grid of the 
push-pull output stage, and a portion of this output is 
coupled through capacitor 2C 18 to phase splitter 2V4b. 
Both signals, now 180 degrees out of phase, are fed 
through coupling capacitors to the respective grids of 
push-pull amplifier 2V5 and then to the primary of 
centre tapped output transformer 1 T2. 

One secondary winding of the output transformer pro
vides negative feedback to the cathode of 2V4a. The 
other secondary delivers the signal to 1J6 LINE 
OUTPUT. 

HT is supplied to all reproduce stages when the 
POWER switch is in the ON position. 
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figure 6-1 - Reproduce Amplifier Chassis 
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figure 6-2 - Reproduce Amplifier - Block Diagram 

POWER SUPPLY 

Full wave rectifier valve, 1 Vl, supplies HT for all 
valves in the reproduce amplifier. The selenium recti
fier, 1 CRlOO, connected as a conventional full wave 
rectifier, provides de filament voltage for 2V3, 2V4 
and 2V5, with the centre tap of each filament con
nected to ground. 

Incoming ac power as connected at the 1J3 MAINS 
INPUT socket and fed throu£?;h the control panel. 
POWER switch, fuse 1F2, and interconnecting cable 
to the auto-transformer on the tape transport. When 
the voltage selector panel is set correctly, 117 volts is 
returned via the interconnecting cable to power the 
reproduce amplifier chassis. The incoming 117 volts 
is fed through fuse IF 1 and applied across the primary 
of t~e power transformer 1T1. 

There are four secondary windings on the power 
transformer-three for LT voltages and one for hi~h 
voltage. One winding serves the filament of rectifier 
valve 1 VI, one centre tapped winding provides 12·6 
volt de filament voltage after rectification, one winding 
supplies 12·6 volts ac to the AUTO CONTROL 
socket 1J4 and the other centre tapped winding pro
vides high voltage. Capacitors 1C106 and 1C105c and 
resistor 1Rl59 form the smoothing circuit. 

Power to the slave electronics chassis is supplied 
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through the steoreophonic interconnecting cable 
500237. 

ALIGNMENT AND PERFORMANCE CHECKS 

f.ll Ampex equipment is correctly aligned at the 
factory before shipment, and should not require re
aligning on arrival. Re-alignment should only be neces
sary when performance fails to fall within the limits 
given in SECTION 1, or, after the repair or replace
ment of a component part. 

Equipment Required 
Ampex Standard Alignment Tapes for machines using 

t inch tape. 

Speed 

3-f ips 
7t ips 
7i ips 

15 ips 
15 ips 

Equalisation Standard 

NAB 120 microseconds 
NAB 
CCIR 
NAB 
CCIR 

Ampex 
Catalogue No. 

31331-01 
31321-01 
31323-01 
31311-01 
31~13-01 

AC valve voltmeter capable of indicating rms voltages 
of 0·004 or less. 
Audio Frequency Oscillator with stable output from 
50 c/s to 15 kc/s. 
High Impedance Earphones. Screwdriver. 
Head Demagnetiser. Nutdriver, number 8 (t inch). 
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STANDARD ALIGNMENT TAPES 

Order 3] ips 7-} ips 15 ips 
of Tone Tone Tone 

Recording c/s Level Function c/s Level Function el s Level Function 
First Tone 500 - lOdb reproduce 700 - !Odb reproduce 700 operating reproduce 

reference reference gain 
calibration 
& reference 

Second Tone 7500 - !Odb reproduce 15000 - lOdb reproduce 15000 operating reproduce 
head head head 

alignment alignment alignment 

Series of 7500 - lOdb check 15000 - lOdb check 15000 operating check 
Tones to frequency to frequency to frequency 

50 response* 30 response* 30 response* 

Last Tone 500 operating reproduce 700 operating reproduce NOT USED 
gain gain 

calibration ca Ii bra tion 

* Adjust high frequency enualisation if necessary. 

fi gure 6-3 - R eprodu ce A mplifier Chassis - Interior 

Reproduce Alignment. 
Step 1: R emove the head cover. 

CAUTION 

M agnetisation of the head will cause partial 
erasure of the hi.~h frequencies on the standard 
alignment tape an~l 111ake it useless as a stan
dard. Demagnetise the head before proceed
ing. Do not replace the head co11er on the 
head assembly. 

Step 2: With the equipment connected as previously 
described and all power switches in the ON 
position, thread an Ampex standard alignment 
tape for the appropriate speed along the pre
scribed path. 

Step 3: Set the equalisation switch to the desired 
standard. 

Step 4: Connect the amplifier output to the ac valve 
voltmeter with a 60011 resistance connected 
across its terminals. 

Step 5: Start the standard alignn,ent tape. The first 
tone on all standard alignment tapes is a 
reference level, 700 c / s for 7t and 15 ips, 
and 500 c / s for 31 ips. For 15 ips, adjust the 
GAIN control 1R158. so that a valve volt-
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meter across the output will read +8 dbm. 
For 3'1 or 7t ips adjust the playback level for 
a convenient meter reading for checking ali,.\n
rnent and response . 

Step 6: The next tone will be 15000 c / s at 7t and 
15 ips, and 7500 c / s at 3'1 ips for adjusting 
reproduce head alignment. (See figure 6-4.) 
Take the number 8 nutdriver and adjust the 
left hand stop nut on the reproduce head for 
maximum output on the valve voltmeter. If 
the peak is broad . adjust for minimum out
put ·variation. 

NOTE 
If the head azimuth is far out of alignment 
( possible if inexperienced personnel without 
proper equipment have attempted alignment 
procedures) minor peaks may be observed on 
both sides of the maximum. The correct setting 
is 15 to 20 db higher than th ese peaks. 

Step 7: Depending on tape speed, tones from 15000 
c / s to 30 c / s will now be reproduced from the 
standard alignment tape. Adjust the appro
priate variable equaliser to give the flattest 
possible high frequency response. 



CAUTION 
The equalisers should not be used to compen
sate for system . deficiencies (dirty leads, bad 
alignment, etc.). In general the playback 
equaliser should not be moved more than 2 db 
from the standard curve. 

figure 6-4 - Reproduce Head Azimuth Adjustment 

NOTE. 
When reproducing Ampex standard alignment 
tapes on multi-track equipment, the bass end 
of the frequency spectrum will rise in response. 
The actual amount of. rise will vary with the 
width and location of the track, but 2 db is an 
average amount. This phenomena is present 
because the reproduce head 'senses' additional 
flux on each side of the head at long wave
lengths since the standard alignment tapes are 
recorded across the complete width of the tape. 
This fringing effect is not present when record
ing a track the same width as the reproduce 
head. The electronics should not be re
adjusted to compensate for this rise. 

S,tep 8: Reproduce level control calibration. The next 
tone to be heard on the 3! and 7t ips standard 
alignment tapes .is a reference tone at operating 
level. Adjust the playback GAIN control to 
obtain a reading of +8dbm (1·95V) output o·n 
a valve voltmeter. On the 15 ips standard 
alignment tape, all tones are at operating level, 
so this calibration was made in Step 5. 
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NOTE. 
Do not change this playback level setting for 
the remainder of the adjustments. 

Reproduce Amplifier Noise Measurement 

Step I: After performing the previous alignment 
checks, stop the tape motion. 

Step 2: Read the stopped tape noise measurement on 
the valve voltmeter. Noise should be below 
the level specified in performance characteris
tics. Inaudible low frequency bounce can 
cause the meter to read higher than perform
ance characteristics tolerances. Disregard 
these momentary readings because they are 
frequencies far below the operating range. 

To convert valve voltmeter readings into specific 
signal-to-noise ratios when the VU meter is so calibrated 
that zero VU corresponds to+ 8 dbm output, add 6 dbm 
to obtain the output value from the 3·% distortion level, 
arriving at a total of 14 dbm. Having made this calcu
lation, bear in mind that although the noise reading 
taken on the valve voltmeter is dbm, the measurement 
is a ratio which must include the 14 dbm calculated to 
arrive at the 3% distortion level. Therefore, the valve 
voltmeter reading must be converted to the signal-to
noise ratio. 

Example: 14 dbm (+ 8 dbm normal level and 
+ 6 dbm to 3% distortion 
level). 

- 46 dbm (valve voltmeter reading) 

60 db signal-to-noise ratio. 

Any reading below - 46 dbm meets performance 
characteristics specifications of 60 db signal-to-noise and 
satisfies the signal-to-noise ratio .definition. 

When the VU meter is so calibrated that zero VU 
corresponds to + 4 dbm output add 6 db to obtain the 
output value to the 3% distortion level arriving at a 
total of 10 dbm. 

Example: 10 dbm (4 + 6) 
- 46 dbm (valve voltmeter reading) 

56 db signal-to-noise ratio. 

Any reading below -46dbm meets the performance 
characteristics specifications of 56db signal-to-noise 
ratio, and satisfies the signal-to-noise definition. Corre
sponding valve voltmeter readings and signal-to-noise 
ratios are shown in the table in figure 6-5. 

Ampex signal-to-noise ratio specifications on audio 
instruments define in decibels the ratio existing between 
the level of a steady 500 c/s tone, recorded at a level 
at which distortion produced by the approach of tape 
saturation equals 3% total rms, and that level of total 
rms noise, in the band from 30 to 15000 c/ s, which exists 
in reproduction under the same gain conditions. 
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VTVM READING SIGNAL TO NOISE RAT 10 

[DBM) 8 DBM OUTPUT 4DBM OUTPUT 

+ 14 -- 0 (3°/o DIST] 

+10 -- - ·- 4 [1%D1sT] 0 (3% DIST] 
+a -- 6 

+5 - 9 ~ (\ 
0/o DIST] +4 -- 10 

0 -- 14 10 

-5 -- 19 IS 

-10 -- 24 20 

-15 -- 29 25 

-20 -- 34 30 

-25 -- 39 35 

-30 -- 44 40 

-35 - 4Q 45 

-40 -- 54 50 

-45 -- 59 55 

-so -- 64 60 

-55 -- 69 65 

-60 -- 74 70 

CALIBRATE VU METER SO THAT ZERO EQUALS 8 DBM & 

4DBM THE RESULT SHOWN ABOVE 

figure 6-5 - Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
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NOTES ON ALIGNING STEREOPHONIC 
EQUIPMENT 

Stereophonic equipment, consisting of two reproduce 
amplifiers and a two track head assembly, is aligned in 
an almost identical fashion to the monaural system. 

However, because there are two heads in the repro
duce stack, the azimuth adjustment must be wade for 
an average rraximum meter indication , adjusting the 
azimuth for a maximum reading of the valve volt
meters for first one head an::! then the other, and finalh· 
adjusting for the average maximum meter indication. 

MAINTENANCE AND FAULT FINDING 

General Maintenance Information 

Faithful adherence to the recommended ROUTINE 
MAINTENANCE found in SECTION 5, TAPE 
TRANSPORT MECHANISM and careful perform
ance checks will ensure excellent equipment operation. 
When the cleaning, lubricating and demagnetising pro
cedures are followed as prescribed and the system is set 
up according to the instructions in this manual, equip
ment performance should meet the high Ampex 
standards. 

Neglect of maintenance procedures, such as failure to 
clean the capstan, the head faces, and the tape guides 
daily can cause deficiencies that are reflected in the 
amplifier. For instance, poor tape-to-head contact, due 
to tape oxide accumulations, will diminish high end 
frequency response. 

I ncorrect head azimuth adjustment wil l also affect 
high frequency response. 

When the user suspects faults , the above information 
should be considered, and, if satisfied that the cause is 
in the amplifier, he then can begin fault finding. 

Progressive Maintenance of the Amplifiers 
Check HT voltage at the primary centre-tap of 

transformer 1 T2, and make a check of valve emiss'.on. 
Make sure valves are returned to the same base. Chee\ 
de filament voltage to note ageing of lCRIOO. IRl53 
may be reduced in value or shorted o:..it as the rectifier 
ages. 

Fault Finding in the Reproduce Amplifier 

A circuit for fault finding in the reproduce amplifier 
is shown below (figure 6-6 see also figure 6-1 LOCA-

llEPAOOUCE 
HEAD 

! 
~~l~~~M i:o~A 
(JtTUIMAL l.04D 

r1 "··"'--"'-~--~-~ •. -~-, ,..-----

"' 

figure 6-6 - Fault Finding Test Set-up 
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TION OF ELECTRONIC SUB-ASSEMBLIES and 
figure 6- 7 foldout SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM - ELEC
TRONIC ASSEMBLY). 

A run through of the a lignmen t an::! performance 
checks will help to isolate the fault or may even rec:ify 
it, and the faulty component should t '.1e n be easily 
identified. 

Servicing and Repairing Printed Circuits 

Because of the uniform wiring layout and translucent 
boards, printed circuits can be traced more easily than 
conventional circuits, fault finding is less difficult, and 
any qualifi ed person will be able to service and repair 
the equipment including replacement of components by 
following the instructions, suggestions and procedures 
in this section. The translucency of the board makes 
locating connections and test points easier if a light bulb 
is placed undernea th the circuit. Continuity checks 
and measurement of resistors. inductors , and sorr.e types 
of capacitors can be made at the component si::le of the 
printed circui t board . Very small breaks in wiring can 
be loca te::! by means of a magnifying glass. The parts 
location illustrations and the schematic diagram can be 
used to advantage when tracing circuitry, especially 
where valve bases are concerned. Pin n:.imbers are 
plainly marked. 

Equipment and Tools Required 

Diagonal cutters 
Long-nosed pliers 
Pocket knife 
t inch AF nutdriver 
Solder pick 
Small wire brush 
Pencil soldering iron 
60 / 40 resin core solder 

Precautions 
Be careful when removing components from the board 

to avoid damaging the components themselves or the 
copper foil wiring. If damage occurs, small breaks can 
be joined with solder, new foil can be cut to simulate 
the damaged section, and large breaks can be repaired 
with wire. When applying new foil , first remove all 
coatings such as Aux, grease and wax from the damaged 
portion and place the adhesive side of the foil towards 
the board With the tip of the smooth wedge-shaped 
soldering iron, heat the new foil, sliding the tip slowly 
along the copper surface for about a minute to complete 
the bond. 

Excessive pressure can crack the board. To remove 
the board from t'.1e chassis, remove the four mo .. mting 
nuts carefully. When disconnecting the edge-on har
ness connectors, make certain that the pliers holding 
the individual connector will not slip and break an 
adjacent component. To prevent this type of damage, 
insert a screwdriver or similar protective device between 
the pliers and the vulnerable component. A vice with 
protected jaws can be used to hold the board while 
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servicing. Avoid excessive pressure against the board 
when using the vice . 

Another source of damage can come from overheating 
during the soldering process. Excessive heat can cause 
breaks in the bond between the board and foil , necessi
tating costly repair of the foil connections. Use 60 / 40 
resin core solder, the melting point of which is 375°F 
(191 °C). Some soldering irons are available with tip 
temperature of 650°F. (343 °C), but a more skilled service 
engineer can speed up the soldering process by using 
an iron with a tip temperature in the neighbourhood of 
750°F. (399°C). 

Removing a Resistor 
A convenient method of removing resistors is to cut 

the leads with cutters, leaving sufficient wire at each 
point so that wiring terminals remain. New components 
can be soldered to these remnant leads. 

Replacing the Resistor 
Make the joints by wrapping a turn of each new 

resistor wire around the remnant wires left from the old 
components. Perform the soldering quickly and effi
ciently. 

Solder Method of Removing and Replacing Components 
On the wiring side of the board at the components 

to be replaced, heat the connections with an iron until 
the solder melts. Quickly remove the iron and brush 
a~ay the solder using the wire brush. Two or more 
heating passes may be required, but take special care 
to avoid excessive heat. 

Now the joint will be revealed. Insert a knife blade 
beween the board and the exposed wire, and care
fully raise the wire until it is perpendicular to the board 
and will come free in the next step. Again apply the 
soldering iron to the connection point while simul
taneously moving the lead back and forth until it breaks 
free of the molten solder. 

Take the replacement component, cut the leads to 
the desi red length, insert them into the holes, bending 
the leads against the board to make the connection, and 
solder. 

Replacing Electrolytic Capacitors , Relays and Inductors 
Step l : With the soldering iron, heat each connection 

and brush away melted solder. Some parts 
may require prising the mounting lugs per-
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pendicular to the board in order to brush away 
the me! ted solder. 

Step 2: Trim the lugs as close as possible to the board. 
Step 3: Again apply the soldering iron to the connec

tions. brush away the melted solder. 

Step. 4: Insert replacement component and solder the 
connections. 

Replacing Valve Bases 

Step l: With soldering iron, heat each connection and 
brush away melted solder. If the connections 
do not come free on the first µass, repeat the 
heating process until connections are broken. 

Step 2: With a penknife inserted between the base lug 
and wiring foil , bend each lug upward
except the grounding lug. 

Step 3: When all valve base lugs have been freed from 
the wiring foil, heat the grounding lug until 
the solder melts and slowly pull the base away 
from the board. 

ORDERING PARTS 
The purpose of the parts list is to aid you in ordering 

replacement parts. Ampex can offer fast and efficient 
service in providing normally replaceable parts of the 
components in the sys tem when the correct information 
is supplied. Parts are listed according to the schematic 
reference symbol, a description of the part and the 
Ampex part number. Ampex International S.A. offer 
some replacement parts that are not necessari ly exact 
replicas of those used in the origi "c· version of the 
equipment, but these parts are interchangeable with the 
original parts. The description column names the part, 
its composition, electrical value and manufacturer's num
ber, and the AMPEX PART NUMBERS. 

Ampex part numbers are the exact designation for all 
parts used in Ampex equ ipment. For example, 
CAPACITOR, fixed : ceramic, 0·02µ,F + 80% - 20%. 
500 vdcw, Erie Type K 7004 / CP3 will always bear the 
Ampex catalogue number 030-059. THIS IS THE 
NUMBER YOU SHOULD USE WHEN ORDERING 
REPLACEMENT PARTS. The schematic reference 
number should NOT be used for ordering purposes as 
it will vary with different equipmen t types. Include the 
following information when ordering parts : Equipment 
Type, Equipment Serial Number, Ampex Part Number. 
D escription of Part. Example : 4 off 030-059 capacitors 
for Universal Model 352. 
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CIRCUIT CONDITIONS 

LEVEL COHll!OL l·RIS8 FULLY CLOCKWISE 

nh CHASSIS GROUND 

D SIGNAL VOLTAGES 

Q D. C. VOLTAGES 

NOTES 
~ISTOR VAWES ARE IN Olf4S ~ 10% l/2W UNLESS 

OTHERWISE STATED 
2. ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN MICROFAl\ADS AND RATED AT 400V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED 
3. SWITCHES SHOWN AS THEY FUNCTION NOT AS 

CONSTRUCTED 
4. D.C. VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH 20000 OHMS/VOLT METER 
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Schematic 
Reference No. 

,_; 501 

C501 

B502 

C512 

6~62 

SECTION 7 

PARTS LIST 

TAPE TRANSPORT - Catalogue Number 500080-10 to .. 40 

Part Description 

DRIVE MOTOR ASSEMBLY 
7i - 15ips 60 c/ s motor 
7i - 15ips 50 c/ s motor 
3i - 7iips 60 c/ s motor 
3i ·- 7i1ps 50 c/ s motor 

Each of the above include: 

Capacitor Assembly 5µF :!::.10% 330vac 

Flywheel - Bodine motor 
- Ashland motor 
- Set screw 10-32 x iinch 

Plug, 6 contact, Jones. 

FAN 

TAKE-UP ASSEMBLY 

Each turntable-motor Assembly includes motor, 
mounting flange, brake drum, and turntable 
with pad . 

Turntable 

Pad 

Capacitor, 3 . 7 5µF ( 50 c/ s) 

7-1 

Ampex 
Part No. 

17232-15 
17232-17 
17232 .16 
17232 -18 

035--117 

981 
2212 
477-118 

145-012 

591-001 

9451-01 

61462-01 

958-00 

035-111 



TAPE TRANSPOR T cont' d. 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

K505 , K506 

Part Description 

Brake Assembly, Complete 

Brake Housing 

Brake Band 

Brake Band Leaf 1-1 / 8 inc h long 

Brake Ten sion Spr ing - long 

Brake Tension Spr i n g - short 

E y e Bolt 

Cros she ad 

Anchor 

Space1· 

Roll Pin 1 / 8 i nch x ~ inch 

Scr ew , Socket Lead C. P. A . stt. pl. 

Connector, Solder less 

Brake Band L ink 

Brake Band Clamp 

Brake Lever 

Dr ivelock P in 

Cotter Pin 1/ 16 i nch x ~ i n c h 

Clevis Pin 1/ 8 inch x 9/ 32 inch 

Plug, 8 cont a ct, Jones. 

Brake Solenoid 

7 - 2 

Ampex 
Part No. 

17327 -01 

17 6 14-01 

17 6 12-01 

61460-01 

69533 -1 

17 323 -01 

69517-6 

17 324 -01 

17 325 -01 

17 322 -01 

406-005 

470-008 

171-008 

69528-01 

69529-01 

69530-01 

403-008 

401-005 

400-002 

17 3 13 - 0 1 

69532 - 01 

6 -62 



TAPE TRANSPORT cont'd , 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

B503 

C513 

6-62 

Part Description 

REWIND ASSEMBLY 

Turntable 

Pad 

Capacitor 4µF ::_ 10% 330vac (50 c/s) 

Brake Assembly CompJete 

Brake Housing 

Brake Band 

Brake Band Leaf 1-1 /8 inch long 

Brake Tension Spring - long 

Brake Tension Spring - short 

E y e Bolt 

Crosshead 

Ancho1· 

Spacer 

Roll P in 1 / 8 mch x ~ inch 

Screw Socket Lead C . P.A. stt. pl. 

Connector, Solder less 

Brake Band Link 

Brake Band Clamp 

Brake Lever 

Drivelock Pin 

7-3 

Ampex 
Part No. 

9452-04 

61462-01 

958-00 

035~116 

17327-01 

17614 - 01 

17612-01 

61460-01 

69533-1 

17323-01 

69517-6 

17324-01 

17325-01 

17322-01 

406-005 

470-008 

171-008 

69528-01 

69529-01 

69530-01 

403-008 



TAPE TRANSPORT cont'd. 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

K505, K506 

Part Description 

Cotter Pin 1/ 16 inch x t inch 

Clevis Pin 1/ 8 inch x 9/ 32 inch 

Plug, 8 contact, Jones . 

B .. _- ake Solenoid 

TAKE-UP TENSION ARM ASSEMBLY 

Individually replaceable items: 

Take-up Tension Arm Spring 

Tape Guide 

Tape Guide Hook 

REEL IDLER ASSEMBLY 
(7t - 15ips machine) 
(3t - ?tips machine) 

Tape Guide 

Pulley Assembly 7t - 15 ips 

Pulley Assembly 3t - ?tips 

Reel Idler Flywheel 

CAP ST AN IDLER WHEEL ASSEMBLY 
(7t - 15ips machine) 
(3t - ?tips machine) 

Capstan Idler Arm 

Capstan Idler Arm Bushing 

Capstan Dust Cap 
(7t - 15ips machine) 
(3t - ?tips machine) 

Individually replaceable items : 

7-4 

Ampex 
Part No. 

401-005 

400-·002 

17313-01 

69532-01 

425-00 

30946-01 

675-00 

69542-01 

4459-00 
4459-03 

257-00 

5893-00 

5893-01 

636-·0l 

30945-01 
6092-01 

372-01 

5755-00 

3506 - 00 
3506 - 01 

6-62 



TAPE TRANSPORT cont'd . 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

K501 

S501 

6-62 

Part Description 

Felt Washer 

Retaining Ring 

CAPSTAN IDLER SOLE NOID ASSEMBLY 

Individually replaceable items: 

Capstan Solenoid 

Capstan Solenoid Eye Bolt 

Capstan Solenoid Stop 

Capstan Solenoid Felt Washer i inch thick 

Capstan Solenoid Felt Washer 1/ 8 inch thick 

Capstan Solenoid Pressure Spring 

Capstan Solenoid Return Spring 

Capstan Idler Actuator 

PUSHBUTTON GUARDS 

REEL GUARD 

SWITCH HARNESS ASSEMBLY 

Individually replaceable items : 

Connector, Plug, Male, 21 contacts 

Micro switch - safety switch - assembly, single 
pole, single throw, nor mally open, 

Microswitch Shield 

P USHB UTTON SWITC HES 

7 ~5 

Ampex 
Part No. 

3583--C.2 

432-007 

5783 - 01 

69536 - 01 

69517 - 03 

388 - 01 

503 - 015 

503 - 017 

69518 - 1 

5757 - 01 

38 1 -01 

361 - 00 

5708-00 

5782 - 01 

145- 022 

120 ~ 062 

5730-00 



TAPE TRANSPORT cont'd . 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

S502 

S5C;) 

S506 

S507 

S503 

S504 

P502P 

P503P 

Part Description 

Stop (single pole, single throw) . Arrow Type 
H & H 3391-BSA-13 , 

Play - normally open. Arrow Type H & H 
3391-EPA-13 . 

Fast Forward - normally open, Arrow Type 
H & H 3391-EPA-13 , 

Rewind - normally open. Arrow Type H & H 
3391 ~ EPA- 13 

TOGGLE SWITCHES 

Tape Speed (single pole, single throw) . Arrow 
Type H & H 81058~FBT-13 . 

Reel size (single pole, single throw) L G Shank 
Arrow Type H & H 8040 -DT- 13 

CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX 

Individually replaceable items : 

Chassis Cover 

Connector, Plug, Male, 10 contacts - Remote 
Dummy 

Connector , Plug, Male, 8 contacts . 

7 - 6 

Ampe)( 
Part No. 

120 -014 

120 -013 

120 =013 

120 ~013 

120 -004 

120 -005 

500081-10 

5739-01 

3461-00 

567-01 

6 - 62 



CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX ASSEMBLY - Catalogue Numbe i· 500081-10 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

C50 2 

C5 03 

C504 

C5 05 

C5 06 

C507 

C5 08 

C5 0 9 

C5 10 

C5 11 

C514 

6-62 

Part Description 

CAPACITOR , electroly tic, tubular, 150µ F 
150 v d cw. Dubilier T y pe BR52/ 48 3 1/ S 

CAP ACITOR, metallised, tubula r, axi al leads, 
0 . 05 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 vdcw. Dubilier 
T y pe 560 M y lar. 

CAPACITOR , metallised, tubular , axial leads, 
0. 25 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 v d c:.w . Dubilier 
T y pe 41 O 

CAP ACITOR, metallised, tubular , axial le ads , 
0 . 05 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 v d cw. Dubilier 
T y pe 560 M ylar . 

CAP ACITOR , metallised, tubular, axial leads , 
O. 05 µ F ::'.:. 20% 400 v dcw . Dubilier 
T y pe 560 M y lar . 

CAPAC ITOR metallised, tubular, axial leads, 
0 . 01 µ F ::'.:. 20% 400 v d cw. Dubilier 
T y pe 2600 

CAP ACITOR , metallised, tubular, ax i a l leads, 
O. 01 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 v dcw . Dubilie r 
Ty pe 2600 

CAP ACITOR, metall i sed, tubular , ax ial leads , 
O. 05 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 v d cw. Dub ilier 
T y pe 560 M y lar. 

CAPAC ITOR, metallised, tubular, axial leads, 
0 . 05 µ F :'.:. 20% 400 v d cw . Dubilier 
T .1 pe 560 M y lar. 

CAP ACITOR, metall i sed, tubular, axial leads , 
O. 05 µF :'.:. 20% 400 vdcw. Dubilier 
T y pe 560 M ylar . 

CAP ACITOR, fixed, ceramic, O. 05 µF ::'.:, 20% 
50 0 vdcw 

7-7 

Ampex 
Part No . 

031 - 045 

033-006 

033 - 008 

033 - 006 

033-006 

033-005 

033-005 

033 - 006 

033 - 006 

033 - 00 6 

035 - 234 



CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX ASSEMBLY cont'd . 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

J501S 

J502S 

J503S 

J504S 

J505S 

J506S 

K502 

K503 

K504 

P501P 

P504P 

P505P 

P506P 

P507P 

R501 

Part Description 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 21 contacts, 
chassis mounted . Cannon Electric T y pe 
S. 321. AB , 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 10 contacts, chassis 
mounted . 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 8 contacts, chassis 
mounted . Cannon Electric T y pe 308 . AB. 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 6 contacts, chassis 
mounted . Cannon Electric T y pe S. 3 06 . AB . 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 8 contacts, chassis 
mounted . Cannon Electric T y pe 308. AB. 

CONNECTOR, socket, fem ale, 8 contacts, chassis 
mounted . Cannon Electric Type 308. AB . 

RELAY PLAY, 3 PDT, 11 5 volt de coil std. 
10 ampere contact. 

RELAY FAST FORWARD, 3 PDT, 115 volt de 
coil std . 10 ampere contact. 

RELAY REWIND, 3 PDT, 115 volt de coil std . 
10 ampere contact. 

CONNECTOR, plug, male, 21 contacts. 

CONNECTOR, plug, male , 6 contacts 

CONNECTOR plug, male , 8 contacts, Painton 
and Co . P8/CT/RZE Cat. No . 311450 

CONNECTOR, plug, male, 8 contacts . Painton 
and Co . P8/CT/RZE Cat . No . 311450 

CONNECTOR, plug, male, 6 contacts . 

RESISTOR, wire wound, 10S1~10% 5W 

7-8 

Ampex 
Part No. 

146 - 057 

146-018 

146-003 

146 - 004 

146 - 003 

146 - 003 

020-006 

020-006 

020 - 006 

145-022 

145 - 012 

145 - 013 

145 -013 

145 -0 12 

043-156 

6-62 



CONTROL CIRCUIT BOX ASSEMBLY cont 'd . 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

R502 

R503 

R504 

R505 

R506 

R507 

R508 

R509 

:1. 510 

SR501 

6-62 

Part Description 

RESISTOR, wire wound, 7 5S"2 + 5% 50W 
Resistances Ltd. Size R. 2 . Type A/B . 

RESISTOR, wire wound, 150 S"2 + 5o/o 50W 
Resistances Ltd . Size R. 2 . T y pe J. 

RESISTOR, wire wound, 7 50S"2 + 5% 50W 
Resistances Ltd - Size R. 2 . T y pe J. 

RESISTOR, wire wound, 150S"2 + 5o/o 50W 
Resistances Ltd. Size R. 2. T J pe J 

RESISTOR, composition, 22S"2 lW. Dubilier 
T y pe BTS. 

RESISTOR, composition, lOOst 1-W. Dubilier 
T y pe BTS. 

RESISTOR, composition, lOOst tw. Dubilier 
T y pe BTS 

RESISTOR, composition, 1 OOD tw. Dubilier 
T y pe BTS. 

RESISTOR, composition, lOOst 1-W. Dubilier 
Type BTS. 

RECTIFIER, silicon, 1000 volts, T y pe S. D . 910 
Inte ~ national Rectifier Co. 

7-9 

Ampex 
Part No. 

043-002 

040-011 

040-007 

040-011 

041-132 

041-038 

041-038 

041-038 

041-038 

000-481 



REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY - Catalogue Number 500128-01 to -04 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

2Cl4 

2Cl 5 

2C18 

2Cl 9 

2C20 

2C21 

lClOO 

lClOl 

1C102 

1Cl03 

1C104 

lCl 05 

1C106 

1C108 

lCll 5 

Part Description 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ceramic, O. 02 µF + 80% 
-20% 500 v dcw . Erie Type K7004/ CP3 

CAPACITOR, fixed, paper, 0 . 0012 µF ~ 5% 
400 vdcw . Suflex T y pe H . S. 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ceramic, 0 02 1-1-F + 80% 
- 20% 500 v dcw. Erie Type K7004/ C P3 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ceramic, O. 02 µF + 80% 
- 20% 500 vdcw . Erie T y pe K7004/ CP3 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ce1·amic O. 0001 5 µF ~ 20% 
500 vdcw. Erie Type N3300/ 831 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ceramic, O. 02 µF + 80% 
- 20% 500 vdcw . Erie Type K7004/CP3 

CAPACITOR , fixed, paper, O. 0012 µF ~ 5% 
400 vdcw . Suflex T y pe H, S. 

CAPACITOR, electrolyti c, sleeved, 32 µF 

CAPACITOR, fixed, ceramic, O. 0047 µF ~ 20% 
6 00 vdcw . Dubilier T yp:e 560 

CAPACITOR, fix ed, ceramic, O. 0047 µF ~ 20% 
600 vdcw. Dubilier T y pe 560 

CAPACITOR , 0. 15 µF 

CAPAC ITOR, electrolytic , 15 µF, 350v, 15 µF, 
350v, 75 µF, 450v, 20 µF , 450v. 

CAPACITOR, electroly tic, sleeved, 32 µF. 

CAPACITOR, electroly tic, 4000 µF 15 vdcw 

CAPACITOR, 0 05 µF 400 vdcw. 

7-10 

Ampex 
Part No. 

030 - 059 

035-203 

030-059 

030 - 059 

030-046 

030-059 

035 - 203 

000-322 

035-028 

035-028 

000-035 

30769-02 

000-322 

30769-01 

035 - 234 

6 -6 2 



R E PROD UCE AMPLIF IER ASSEMBLY cont 1d . 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

C RlOO 

CRlOl 

CR102 

lFl 

1F 2 

lJl 
(mast er only ) 

lJl 
(slave only ) 

1J3 

1J4 

1J5 

1J6 

2R25 

2R26 

2R27 

6-6 2 

Part Description 

R EC TIF IER , sel eni um , s i n gle phase , centre-tap, 
26 v a c rms max i n , l . 26 A de max out. Standard 
Telephones T ype 450 SD. N l - 5 . 

RECTIFIER , silicon, SD94 

RE C TIF IER , silicon, SD94 

FUSE, tA, 250v , slow-blow. K Beswick T y pe 
MDL TDA 12. 

FUSE , 3A, 250v, fast-blow . Belling & Lee T y pe 
L 1055 

CONNECTOR , socket, female, 6 contact, Cannon 
Electric T y pe S. 306 - AB . 

CONNECTOR, socket, female, 6 contact . Cannon 
Electric T y pe P. 306 - AB . 

CONNECTOR , socket, male, 3 contact : Hubbel 
T y pe 7486 

CONNECTOR , socket, female, 8 contacts, chassis 
mounted . Cannon Electric T y pe 308. AB 

CONNECTOR,socket, male, 3 contact . Cannon 
Electric T y pe MS 3102 AlO SL 3P 

CONNECTOR, socket, male, 3 contact . Cannon 
Electr i c T y pe X ZR - 3 ·- 14 

RESISTOR, film, 330kD 2% tw. Plessey T y pe 
A . T , Metallux 

RESISTOR, f ilm, 470kD 5% tw. P l essey Type 
A. T . Metallux 

RESISTOR , fi lm , 330kD 2% tw. Plessey T y pe 
A . T. Metallux 

7 - 11 

Ampex 
Part No. 

581-001 

000-232 

000 - 232 

070-026 

070-001 

146-004 

147 - 011 

147 - 0U9 

147 - 003 

143 - 008 

147-004 

000 - 167 

000-168 

000 - 167 



REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY cont'd. 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

2R28 

2R29 

2R30 

2R31 

2R33 

2R34 

2R37 

2R38 

2R39 

2R40 

2R41 

2R42 

2R43 

2R44 

2R45 

Part Description 

RESISTOR, film, 1 . 5kD 5% tw. Plessey Type 
A . T . Metallux 

RESISTOR, fi lm , lOMD l o/o tw. Dubilier Type BTS 

RESISTOR, variable, 500kD 30% tw. 

RESISTOR, v ariable, 500kD 30% tw. 

RESISTOR, film, lOMD 1% tw. Dubilier Type BTS 

RESISTOR, film, 220kD 10% tw. Plessey Type 
A . T . Metallux 

RESISTOR, composition, lMD 10% tw Dubilier T ype 
BTS 

RESISTOR, carbon, 1. 5 kD 10% tw: Dubilier Type 
BTS 

RESISTOR, compos ition, lMD 10% tw. Dubilier 
Type BTS. 

RESISTOR, c arbon , 82kD 10% tw. Dubilier T ype 
BTS. 

RESISTOR, carbon. 1. 5kD 10% tw. Dubilier Type 
BTS. 

RESISTOR, film, 220kD 10% tw. Plessey Type 
A. T . Metallux 

RESISTOR, film, 220kD 10% tw. Plessey Type 
A . T . Metallux 

RESISTOR , composition, lMD 10% tw. Dubilier 
Type BTS. 

RESISTOR, composition, lMD 10% tw. Dubilier 
Type BTS. 

7-12 

Ampex 
Part No. 

000 - 230 

000-089 

044-207 

044-207 

000 - 089 

000-166 

041-031 

041-050 

041-031 

041-071 

041 - 050 

041-076 

041-076 

041-031 

041-031 

6 - 62 



REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY cont'd, 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

2R46 

2R49 

2R75 

1Rl50 

1R151 

1R152 

1Rl53 

1R154 

1Rl55 

1Rl56 

1R157 

1 R158 

1R159 

1R160 

Tl 

T2 

lVl 

6 ~ 62 

Part Description 

RESISTOR , carbon, lkD 10% tw. Dubilier 
Type BTS 

RESISTOR , carbon, 39kD 10% i ·W, Dubilier 
Type BTS 

RESISTOR , carbon, 680kD 10% tW, Dubilier 
Type BTS 

RESISTOR , carbon, variable, lOOkD 20% tw, 
Linear . 

RESISTOR , carboh, variable, 500kD tw. 
Linear , 

RESISTOR , carbon, 3 . 9MD 1% tw. Radio 
Resistors Type HS. 3 

RESISTOR , 1. 5D 1 W 10% 
MVl 

W . W , Painton 

RESISTOR , carbon, lkD 10% tw. Dubilier Type 
BTS, 

RESISTOR , 22kD 5% tw. Dubilier Type BTT 

RESISTOR , 27kD 10% tw. Dubilier Type BTT 

RESISTOR , carbon, 39kD 10% tw, Dubilier Type 
BTS. 

RESISTOR , carbon, variable, 250kD 10% 2W 

RESISTOR , 5kD 5% 3W , Painton Type P306 

RESISTOR , 22kD 5% tw. Dubilier Type BTT 

TRANSFORM3R, power . 

TRANSFORMER, output 

VALVE. full wave rectifier, 6X4 , Brimar 

7-13 

Ampex 
Part No. 

041-048 

041-067 

041-082 

044-186 

044=087 

042-142 

043~286 

041-048 

041=016 

041~065 

041-067 

044-128 

000 -228 

041 -. Qil.6 

30 7 65~01 

30 '1 64-01 

012 =050 



REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY cont ' d . 

Schematic 
Reference No. Part Description 

2V3 VALVE, double triode , ECC83, Mullard . 

2V4 VALVE, double triode, 12 AU7, Brimar 

2V5 VALVE , double triode, 12 AT7, Brimar 

BOARD ASSEMBLY complete with valves 

POST, fuse (Fl & F2) 

7-14 

Ampex 
Part No. 

012-069 

012-023 

012~122 

500118-01 

085-001 

6-62 



ACCE SSORIES 

Schematic 
Reference No. 

6 ~ 62 

Part Description 

CABINET, console 

CABLE ASSEMBLY, power 

CABLE ASSEMBLY, power extension 

CABLE ASSEMBLY, stereo interconnecting . 

COVER, electronics assembly (console model) 

COVER, electronics assembly (rack model) 

REEL ADAPTOR, NAB hub 

KNOB, editing (console) 

KNOB, holddown, reel for rack mounted equipment 

CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY 

LIGHT, neon indicator . 

SWITCH, on/ off, single pole, single throw, 

7-15 

Ampex 
Part No. 

500021 - 10 

500069 - 10 

3768 =01 

500237-10 

5520-00 

17206 - 01 

976=00 

1917 ~ 00 

9093-00 

500139-10 

500272-10 

000~225 



REMOTE CONTROL UNIT - Catalogue Number 31022 - 10 or 20 

Schematic 
Reference No. Part Description 

CABLE REMOTE CONTROL 

CONNECTOR, plug, male , 10 contacts 

ESCUTCHEON, Stop, Start, Rewind, Fast Forward. 

ESCUTCHEON, Record. 

FEET, tapered, rubber. 

LAMP, 120v, 6W. 

NUT, 6 - 32 KEP 

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLY, Green, Tape Motion 
Indicator. 

PILOT LIGHT=ASSEMBLY, Red, Record, Indicator 

SCREW, 4 - 40 SEM xi- inch long 

SCREW, 6 - 32 x 7/16 inch 

SWITCH FAST FORWARD, pushbutton, single pole, 
Single throw, normally open. Arrow Type H & H 
3391 - EPA - 13 . 

SWITCH RECORD, pushbutton, double pole, single 
throw, normally open, 

SWITCH REWIND pushbutton, single pole, single 
throw- normally closed. Arrow Type H & H 
3391 - BSA - 13. 

SWITCH START, pushbutton, single pole, single 
throw, normally open. Arrow Type H & H 
3391 - EPA - 13 . 

SWITCH STOP, pushbutton, single pole, single 
throw, normally , open, Arrow Type H & H 3391-
EPA - 13 . 

7-16 

Ampex 
Part No. 

5795-00 

147-014 

361-00 

463-00 

250-012 

060-006 

496-002 

132-007 

132-006 

475-001 

471-388 

120-013 

120-063 

120-014 

120-013 

120 -013 

6-62 


